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0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. Let n 2 3. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A! be a compact pseudoconvex (2n - l)-dimen- 
sional, CR mantfold. Let PO E A? be a point of type m and suppose that there 
is a neighborhood of P, on which the Levi form is diagonalizable. Suppose 
further that the range of ab is closed in LZ, then 
(a) For all E > 0 the operator Cl;’ maps Lip(s, PO) into 
Lip(s + 2/m - E, PO). Here Lip(s, P,) denotes the space of square-integrable 
forms (of degree (p, q) with 1 G q <n - 2) which are Lipschitz of order s in 
a neighborhood of P,. 
(b) Foralle>Otheoperators~,O~l,~~O~l, q ~‘~,,and0~‘~,* 
map Lip(s, P,) into Lip(s + l/m - E, PO). 
(c) For all E>O the operators 8b8zO;‘, 8z8hO;1, q ;‘a,aa, 
Cl -’ 8* 8 8 q -’ 8:, and 8$0;’ ab map Lip(s, P,) into Lip(s-&, P,,). 
Hebre aiag web as&me 0 ;’ acts on forms of type (p, q) with 1~ q < n - 2. 
(d) Zf 8,~ = a, if u is orthogonal to the nullspace of ab, and tf a is a 
(0, l)-form in Lip(s, PO) then u E Lip(s + l/m -E, PO) for all E > 0. 
(e) Zf f is a square-integrable function on .A? with f E Lip@, P,) then 
S,(f) E Lip(s - E, P,) for all E > 0 where S, is the orthogonal projection on 
square-integrable CR functions. 
The following is a consequence of the main theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let Qc C” be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with a 
smooth boundary A?. Let P,, E .A’ be a point of type m and suppose that there 
is a neighborhood of P,, in .A? on which the Levi form is diagonalizable. 
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fellow. 
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Given a form a on 0, we will denote its restriction to the boundary A by ab. 
Then we have 
(a) If &=a with a a (0, 1)-form and aELip(s, P,), at,, u,EL*(A!) 
and ub orthogonal to the nullspace of Jb, then u E Lip@ + l/m - E, P,) for all 
E > 0. Here a E Lip@, P,) means that there exists a neighborhood U of P, in 
@” such that a is Lipschitz of order s on U na. 
(b) Zff is a function on !3 whose restriction to A! is square-integrable, 
then we denote by Sf the Szego projection off (i.e., Sf is the holomorphic 
function on Q whose boundary values are Sb f ). Suppose that f E Lip(s, PO) 
then S(f) E Lip(s - E, P,) for all E > 0. 
Observe that the condition diagonalizable Levi form is automatically 
satisfied if dim ~4? = 3 and more generally if all but at most one of the 
eigenvalues of the Levi form are positive. Results proving analogous 
regularity theorems for Sobolev norms were obtained in [Kl ] in the 
strongly pseudoconvex case and in [K2] in general. 
For strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds the above theorem (in 
fact with E = 0) is proved in G. Folland and E. M. Stein [FoS] and in 
P. Greiner and E. M. Stein [GS]. In the strongly pseudoconvex case the 
above Corollary was proved by Phong in [P]. When J? is three-dimen- 
sional the above theorem holds with E = 0 and for (0, 1 )-forms, see [Chl, 
Ch2, FKl, FK2, CNS, NRSW]. If n 2 3 and if the Levi form has exactly 
one eigenvalue that is not strictly positive, results closely related to the 
theorem were proved by M. Machedon in [Ml, M23. The operator ab on 
real ellipsoids has been analyzed by Shaw in [S2].’ 
In this introduction we will show how the Corollary follows from the 
Main Theorem and we will give a sketch of the strategy that we use in the 
proof of the Main Theorem. First, however, we will define the terms used 
in the statements of the above results. 
0.1. DEFINITION. Let &Y be a (2n - 1 )-dimensional manifold. Then a CR 
structure on &? is given by a subbundle T’,“(A) of the complex tangent 
bundle C T(A) satisfying the following properties: 
(a) T’~“(A!) n T’30(A) = (O}. 
(b) The fiber dimension of T130(A) is n - 1. 
(c) If L and L’ are local vector fields with values in T’,“(A), then 
the commutator [L, L’] = LL’ - L’L also has values in T’,“(.&). 
A manifold .& with a fixed CR structure is called a CR manifold. 
’ Note added in proof: Recently McNeal proved that, on a class of pseudo-convex 
domains, d’Angelo’s finite type condition is necessary for a gain of HGlder regularity of 8 (see 
[MCI). 
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0.2. DEFINITION. Let L, , . . . . L, _ 1 be C” vector fields on an open set 
U c JZ which are a local basis of sections of r’~~(&‘) on U. Let T be a real 
vector field on U such that L,, . . . . L,- i, L,, . . . . L,,- r, T is a basis of the 
complex vector fields. The vector field [L,, Zj] in terms of this basis is 
given by 
[L,, L,] = -cii fi T-t 1 aiLk + c b:L,. (1) 
The hermitian form (cii) is called the Levi-form. J? is called pseudoconvex 
if each point of A has a neighborhood on which the vector field T can be 
chosen so that (cii) > 0. The Levi form is said to be diagonalizable on U if 
the local basis L,, . . . . L,- I can be chosen so that 
cii = 6,& (2) 
on U. 
0.3. Remark. If k’ is a hypersurface in C” then it has the CR structure 
induced by C” where T’*‘(A) = T1.‘(Cn) n CT(A); that is, the fiber 
T;‘(A) consists of vectors of the form C ai(a/&J which are tangent to .M 
at P. 
0.4. Remark. Let PO E JZ t C”, r a local defining of &Z near P,, that is, 
r=O on 4 and dr #O, and let z,, . . . . z, be coordinates with origin at PO 
such that r;“(O) # 0. Define Lj and T by 
Lj+~-$ j= 1, . . . . n - 1 
J 2” n 
T= -fl 
(3) 
Then in (1) we have ai = bi = 0. If the Levi-form is diagonalizable then in 
general a basis which diagonalizes the Levi form does not have a; = 6: = 0. 
A point PO in a pseudoconvex hypersurface JZ c C” is of finite type if the 
orders of contact of all complex analytic curves through PO with Jli are 
bounded. Catlin in [Cl] proved that finite type is a necessary condition 
for the subellipticity of the &Neumann problem. D’Angelo in [DA] dis- 
covered the basic geometric properties of finite type and they were used by 
Catlin in [C2] to prove that finite type is also sufficient for subellipticity. 
R. Diaz in [D] shows that finite type is necessary for subellipticity of 0,. 
In [K4] another finiteness condition is introduced which is shown in [K2] 
to be sufficient for subellipticity of 0,. This finiteness condition is equiv- 
alent to finite type in the case of real analytic &? c C” and in case the Levi 
form is diagonalizable see [K3]. When the Levi form is diagonalizable 
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finite type is also equivalent to the condition (see Post [PO]) introduced 
in [K4] and which we give in the following definition. Our method of 
proof is based on the study of certain real, second-order pseudodifferential 
operators (similar to those stated in [FKl ] ), these operators are closely 
related to the second-order operators studied by Hormander in [H], 
Rothschild and Stein in [RS], and Fefferman and Sanchez-Calle in [FS]. 
0.5. DEFINITION. Suppose that the Levi form is diagonalizable in a 
neighborhood of P, E .&? and that L,, . . . . L,- I is the basis for which (2) 
holds then we say that P,, is of finite type if for each i= 1, . . . . n - 1 the 
Lie algebra generated by Li and L, contains T modulo L,, . . . . L,,- ,, 
L 1, . . . . L,- 1. This is also equivalent to the condition that for each i there 
exists a monomial Pi in Li, Li such that 
PitLiT Li)AiIP~Zo* 
The type of Li denoted by mi is given by 
(4) 
mi=degpi+2, (5) 
where pi is the polynomial of the smallest degree for which (4) holds. 
Equivalently, mi is the least number of brackets needed to express 
T mod(L,, . . . . I,- r) in the Lie algebra generated by (Li, Li). Finally, we 
define m, the type of PO, by 
m = max{mi}. (6) 
0.6. Remark. The above definition is sharp for the case of (p, 1 )-forms, 
for (p, q)-forms it suffices to use the following weaker condition. PO E A? is 
of finite q-type if every subset Li,, . . . . L, of L,, . . . . L,-, with k = 
min(q, n - q - 1) contains at least one element of finite type in the sense of 
(4). Set mili2...,=min{mi/} and m(q)=max{mi,.,,i,}. The mi,...l is the 
q-type at P,. Equivalently, mcq) is the least number of brackets needed 
to express T mod(L,, . . . . L,_ r) in the Lie algebra generated by 
tLil, Ei19 .**3 Lik, Lik). 
0.7. Remark. Pseudoconvexity implies that the numbers mi are even, 
0.8. DEFINITION. Setting T’,‘(A) = T’~“(.4d)), we denote by .%I(&) the 
bundle of differential forms on T’*“(A’)@ T”~‘(.d). This bundle can be 
expressed as a direct sum g(M) = @ GYP*“(M). Associated with 39p*q(A) 
is the natural exterior differential operator denoted by ab in terms of the 
local basis L,, . . . . L,- I of T1~o(.H) on U. Let w’, . . . . w”- ’ be the local basis 
of 39’~“(~Z) on U. Thus if cp is a (p, q)-form on U we have 
cp = 1 cp,JW’ A CiY, (7) 
I. J 
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where Z and .Z run over strictly increasing p-tuples and q-tuples, respectively, 
of integers in { 1, . . . . n-l}, rp,.TEC”(U), 
w’= 0” A . . . A QyP with Z= (il, . . . . i,), 
and 
Then 
oJ=& A . . . A oh with J= (j, , . . . . Z,). 
&(P = c u-PIJ) AWKAWJ+(-i)pC(P,JW’A~bOJ, (8) 
where 
~,&=C(-l)kfl$i ,, . . . /\J,&k ,+, . . . A ,+, 
and 
&TiY= 1 ii',,W' A W". 
Here the coefficients a<, are given by 
0.9. DEFINITION. Fix a hermitian metric on @T(A) such that the Lis 
form an orthonormal basis and such that T’,‘(4) is orthogonal to 
TO,‘(.M). This induces a metric on g(4) under which the G9p3q(A) are 
orthogonal. We then define an L2 inner product on .?Pq(M). We denote 
32: Bp*q(.&) -+c~~,~-‘(A%‘) the L,-adjoint of 3,. Further, we define the 
Laplacian 
-- -- 
q ,=a,ab*+a;a, (9) 
In [FKl] we defined the spaces LIP(U) for each ac (-co, co). When 
a B 0 these spaces are contained in the usual Lipschitz spaces and when 
a > 0 and not an integer then these spaces equal the usual Lipschitz spaces. 
Here we will denote these spaces by Lip(a) and we will recall the definition 
given in [FKl]. 
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0.10. DEFINITION. Let $EC;({5ElR2”P1 I0ca-c 151 cb}). For UE 
usoH-S~(R2~-- ), 6 >O, M>O we define T,u by GO = @((6/M)<) a(t). 
For -co < CI < cc define Lip(u) to be those ME U, H-“(IX*“- ‘) such that 
for all small 6 > 0. If PO~ JZ then a function u E Lip(cr, PO) if there exists 
[E Cr( U), where U is a coordinate neighborhood, containing P,, such 
that [ = 1 in a neighborhood of P, and such that cu E Lip(a). A differential 
form is said to be in Lip(a, P,) if its coefficients are in Lip(a, P,). 
Next we will show that the Corollary is a consequence of the Main 
Theorem. Since the Corollary deals with functions and forms on a we will 
consider only the usual Lipschitz classes. 
Proof of the Corollary. Since Q is pseudoconvex and Sz c C” we know 
that the range of 8, is closed (see CBS, Sl, IU]). Thus 4, the boundary 
of Sz, satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. The equation & = a implies 
a bUb=Clb; thus from part (d) of the theorem we conclude that USE: 
Lip(s + l/m -E, PO). The equation au = CI in terms of the coordinates in C” 
can be expressed by u4 = olj for j = 1, . . . . n where CI = C aj dfj. Then we have 
cj uz,?, = C oljzj with u = u0 on the boundary and we conclude that part (a) 
of the Corollary now follows from the classical regularity results on the 
Dirichlet problem. 
Similarly, part (b) of the Corollary follows from the fact that 8,S,( f) = 0, 
hence AS,(f) = 0 and the restriction of S,(f) to the boundary equals 
S,( fb) which is in Lip(s - E, P,) by part (c) of the Main Theorem. 
0.11. Remark. In the Corollary CN can be replaced by a complex 
analytic manifold with the property that there exists a strongly 
plurisubharmonic function defined in a neighborhood of the boundary of 
Q. Thus, for example, all Stein manifolds have this property. It then follows 
(see [K5] for n > 2, [Sl] for n > 3, and [BS] for Q c C’) that the range 
of 2, is closed and hence the argument given above holds. 
0.12. Remark. If dim &? > 5, if A is compact pseudoconvex, and if 
each point of & is of finite type then 0 b on (p, q)-forms with 1 < q Q n - 2 
is subelliptic. This implies that the range of 8b on forms of any type is 
closed. If dim &Z = 3 this no longer holds, see Rossi [R] and Burns [B]. 
Guide to the Proof of the Main Theorem 
Here we will indicate what the strategy of our proof is. First we consider 
regularity in terms of Sobolev norms, we will sketch the arguments given 
in [K2] for the diagonalizable case. 
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To prove Sobolev regularity of 0 ;l on (p, q)-forms it suffices to show 
(see [KN] ) that there exists a neighborhood U of P, and positive 
constants E, c such that 
llcPll%~(bP~ cp) (11) 
for all (p, q)-forms whose coefficients are in C;(U). To simplify matters we 
will restrict ourselves to (0, 1)-forms. Let L,, . . . . L,- , , co’, . . . . cd- ’ be bases 
as above then by integration by parts (see [K2]), we obtain 
Cj.k ll~j4Dkl12-~j(Ajt/-l~~j,cPj) 
(Obcp? cp)= 
+ OE IlqPkII lldl + llrpl12) 
2lj.k IIL,(P, II2 + Cj ((Ci+j 1;) J-1 TVj, Cp,) 
(12) 
L + O(C llLj(Pk II IIVII + IlcP/l*)~ 
For u E C,“(U) we have, from ( 1 ), 
lILjull*= -f,Aj J-f Tu, U) + ll~j~ll* + 0 C Il’,~ll Ilull + 11~112 ’ (13) 
k 
Furthermore, since Lj is of finite type, we have 
IILjUII’+C IILkul12 
k 
for u E C;(U), U small. 
Thus for 40 satisfying 
-C (JjJ-1 Tqj, qj)Z -const. 11~112 (15) 
we have 
c tILj~jIi2+~ IILk(PjI12~C(nb(P,(P) 
i i.k 
(16) 
so that the desired estimate (1 1 ), for cp satisfying (15), follows from (14). 
Similarly, if we have 
then 
C ( 1 2; J-1 TVj, Vj) 3 --onst. lI’~ll* (17) 
i r#j 
2 llLk~jll’+~( C ll~~~jll’)S~(O,~,~) (18) 
i i#.i 
and again (11) holds. We wish to decompose cp into a sum of three pieces, 
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one which satisfies (11) with E = 1 and the remaining two which satisfy (15) 
and (16), respectively. To do this we choose coordinates x,,, x1, . . . . xznP2 
on U such that T= d/ax,, to do this we can replace T by gT with 
g E Cm(U) and g > 0. Let 9 + be a subset of [w’“- ’ consisting of those 
5~ [W2n-1 such that 151 > l/2 and &,> c(cj21;’ <j)1’2 and .4F consists of 
[E lRZn-r such that 151 > l/2 and <,,< -c (xy-l <f)1/2, where c is a 
positive constant. Let W” consist of 5 E R2 such that either Itlo 1 < 
c(cfl;’ lf)*j2 or 151 < 1. Choosing C and c so that W+ uBOu& = @“, 
let xc, ~ x0, x E Cm(lRn) be a partition of unity, that is, I+ +x0+x- = 1 
and supp X+ c$?+, supp x0 c W”, and supp x- c BP. Suppose further that 
these functions are homogeneous or order 0 for ItI > 1, that is, x(tl) = ~(5) 
whenever 151 B 1 and t > 1. We define operators P+, PO, and Pp by 
~(0 = x(T) i(r). 
So that if [=l on suppu, we have 5P+u+[P”u+~P-u=u. 
Since 0, is elliptic on the support of x0, we obtain 
(19) 
/I~~“~II:~~{~~~o~,cp~~~o~P)+ Ilcpl121. (20) 
The principal symbols of the operators -P’cAj J-1 TCP’ and 
+ P-[(C,+ j &) fl T[P- are l;‘Aj<$ and c2 xi+, Ai<;, respectively. 
Since these symbols are non-negative, we can apply the Garding inequality 
and obtain 
-(Ajj[TP+~j, cP+(~i)a -const. II~jl12 (21) 
cc ) c Ai fl T[Ppqj, [P-‘pi i#j > 2 -const. IIq,p/12, (22) 
where [EC~(IW”-~) and [= 1 in a neighborhood of U. Reasoning as 
above and using integration by parts to absorb on the left the terms that 
arise from the commutators [[P’, Cl,] and [I;P-, q ,], we obtain 
+~jl12~cC(~p+obcP~ip+cP)+IlcPI121 (23) 
and 
(24) 
Now applying (14) to (23) and (24) and combining this with (lo), we 
obtained the desired estimate (11). 
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To prove the main theorem we will reduce the study of the inverse of 0, 
to the study of inverses of certain real pseudodifferential operators. First we 
will try to reduce the study of q b to the study of the diagonal matrix 0,. 
On Uwe set q ,= 0,+-Y, where 
q i = -C LjLj + [Li, Li], 
and dip = (g?) with gY of the form 
(26) 
(27) 
The fact that the Li diagonalize the Levi form implies that T does not 
appear in (27). The proof of (11) shows that the operators [7 i are sub- 
elliptic and invertible. In fact the derivation of the estimates (23) and (24) 
shows that, for purposes of local Sobolev estimates, the operators 0, and 
0, have the same properties. This is because the error terms introduced by 
(gj) are of the form (Lq, cp) and (Lq, cp) both of which can be estimated 
by l/LqII llqll + llqll 2; thus these terms can be controlled by (23) when cp is 
replaced by [P+rp. These error terms can also be estimated by 
II LqI) IIqII + llqll 2 and thus controlled by (24) when cp is replaced by CP-q. 
For purposes of Holder estimates we cannot handle the errors introduced 
by Y in this way. We will use the formula 
We want to prove that 
2k - 1 terms 
maps Lip(s, P,) into Lip(s + k/m - E, PO) and that 
Ll;‘~-.. 0~‘~ 
2k terms 
maps Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s + (k + 1)/m - 1 -E, P,). From this it follows, by 
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taking k large enough, that if 0 ; ’ maps Lip@, PO) to Lip@ + 2/m - E, PO) 
then so does 0;‘. To prove this we will prove the following. 
LEMMA. Let j, kE{l,...,n-1). Setting (Cl;‘)+= Ell:‘[P+ and 
(Cl;l)P = lJ,:‘~P- we have that (O;‘)+ maps Lip(s,P,) into 
Lip(s+2/m-s,P,); Zj(O;‘)+, (01:‘)+ L,, L,(O;‘)+, (Cl;‘)+ Lj map 
Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s + l/m - E, P,); the following operators map Lip(s, PO) 
into Lip(s - E, P,): L,( cl;‘)+ Lk, Lj( 0 i’)’ Li, Li( q ;‘)+ Lj; 
Li( 0 ; ‘)’ Ej. For the operators (0 ,:I) ~ similar mapping properties hold 
exchanging the L’s with the L’s and the set {i} with its complement. 
Remark. Since the q i are elliptic on the region 9’ the operators 
( q i’)’ = 0 ,- ‘jP” satisfy all the above properties with m = 1. 
To see that the above lemma implies that terms 0 ;‘P’ . . .Y 0 ; ’ have 
the mapping properties claimed above, we will consider an element of the 
form q ;1&0;1L10;1 in the matrix •~lYO~l~pO;l. We have 
q ,‘L,O,‘L,O;‘p+ - C(w)+l[L(w)+ LIlc(w)+I, 
by the lemma the first and last term map Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s + 2/m -6, PO) 
and the middle term maps Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s- E, PO) so that the 
operator maps Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s + 4/m - 6, PO). Similarly, writing 
q ;‘L,o;‘L,o;‘iP--[(0;‘)-L,][(o,‘)-][L,(o;’)-] 
the first and last term improve Lipschitz regularity by l/m - E each and the 
middle term by 2/m - E, again gaining the desired 4/m - E improvement (here 
N indicates that the difference is of order - co). In this way we show that 
(a) of the main theorem follows from the lemma. Arguing along these lines, 
one proves that parts (b), (c), (d), and (e) also follow from the lemma and - - 
from (28). Although it would seem that a term such as abaz 0;’ cannot 
be analyzed by our lemma, it can, since it equals ah 0 ; ’ 8:. 
To prove the lemma we treat the operators 
q il...ip= -C LjEj +C CL,, L,], q = 1, . ..) n - 2 (29) 
j k 
by induction on q to prove the mapping properties of ( 0 ,;.‘.. J and 
induction on s = n - 1 - q to prove the mapping properties of ( 0 ,:.I.. J +. 
The operators 0 i, _. iu arise in the expression for 0 b on (0, q)-forms. Here 
we will only discuss the case when n = 3, q = 1, i.e., (0, 1)-forms on & with 
dim JZ = 5. In this case we have the operators 
q ,= -LlLl-LZt2 and El,= -L1L1-LzL2. (30) 
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We will restrict ourselves to (0 ; ‘) +. The corresponding results for 
(W-, (O;‘)+, and ( q ;‘) ~ then will follow by changes of notation. 
First we observe that it suffices to establish the lemma for functions with 
compact support. We suppose that supp u c U and that [ E CF( [w”) equals 
1 on U. 
Set q Tu= q liP+u, then we have 
n~u=~P+n,u+[n,,~]P+u+~[n,,P+]u. (31) 
The second and third term on the right can be written in the form 
Zn-2 
C Zj~.Ptu -I- R-m~, 
where the Zj are combinations of L,, . . . . L, _ , , L,, . . . . L,- i, rj E CF and 
cj=l on U, Pi is a pseudodifferential operator of order zero whose 
symbol is supported in a region of type W +, and Reau is an infinitely 
smoothing pseudodifferential operator. These terms are “lower order” in 
the sense that their inner product with u can be estimated. Thus we can 
replace ( q I’)+ = 0 ;‘[P by [P’U I’. Denoting by %?+ the space of 
functions of the form [P’u, we will say that 0 : is the restriction of 0 i 
to V+ and ( q ;I)’ is the restriction of 0 ;’ to V+. We will study the 
operator 0 : by means of operators of the form 
A= -~xjup~xj+nlTI, (32) 
where A 20, and ITI is a pseudodifferential operator of order one whose 
symbol is smooth and on the region 8 + u W- is equal to I<,, I. The X, are 
real vector fields, the ‘pi > 0 and these are defined on a neighborhood 
of P,. 
We require also that the operator C Xjo q,o X, is subelliptic, such 
operators were studied in [RS] when the ‘pi = 1 and in general in [FS]. 
One of the major purposes of this paper is to show that, under suitable 
restrictions on A, the operator A -’ and the operator (-C Xjo qjo X,))’ 
have the same mapping properties which are as follows. A --I maps 
Lip(s, P,) to Lip(s+2/m, P,), where m is related to the subellipticity of 
-C Xj(PjXj by 
JlUllf,,dC 1 (cPjxjuY xj”)+ Ilull 
( > 
’ (33) 
We define a subunit vector field Z to be a combination of vectors of the 
form hjXj with lhj12 d ‘pj. Then we prove ZA ~ ‘, A ~ ‘Z map Lip(s, P,) to 
Lip(s+ I/m, P,) when Z is subunit. Furthermore, that ZZ’A -‘, ZK’Z’, 
AZZ’ map Lip(s, PO) to Lip(s - E, PO) when Z and Z’ are subunit. In our 
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proof we will also need operators of the form e-la and in particular we will 
use the representation 
A-l- ‘+l 
s 
dt + smoothing operator, (34) 
0 
with to > 0. 
We would like to write 0: as the restriction to %+ of an operator A 
in the form (32) modulo combinations of subunit vectors and smoothing 
operators. This is not possible, since IIL,cP+ujl is not dominated by 
I/ 0: ~11. So, since 1IL,[P+uJI and IIL,~P+ull are dominated by I/ 0 : ~11, we 
will construct an operator A, of the form (32) for which Re(L,) and 
Im(L,) are subunit vectors and such that 
I(A:u, u)l <const.(l(O:u, 2.411 + ll4l’}. 
Note that on %?+ we have ,/-1 T- ITI. Since 
[L,, L,] =A, J-1 T+aL,-aL, mod&, L) 
we have, on V+ 
-L,L,-L20goL2 wRe(L,L,+L,ogoE,)--aL, 
+ LiL, + ;(nl - gl,) I Tl mod(L,, E,). (35) 
Thus we want to choose g > 0, so that the operator - Re(L, L, + L2 0 g 0 L2) 
is subelliptic with Re(aL,), Im(aL,) subunit vectors. Note that Re(L,) 
and Im(L,) are automatically subunit vectors. The operators 
-Re(L, L, + L,o goL2) is subelliptic if there exists some polynomial p in 
L, and L, that p(L,, L,) g(P,) # 0. A function g satisfying these conditions 
is 
g=&+c, lal2 (36) 
with c, >O. 
For A i to be in the form given by (32), we also require that 1, - gll, 2 0, 
this holds if and only if there exists C,>O such that 
I, la12<C0&. (37) 
We will assume for the moment that (37) holds, later we will indicate the 
modifications in the argument that are needed to drop this assumption. 
From (35) we see that on V we have 
0 ,%4,-L,~(l-g)oL*+Z, 
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where Z is a combination of subunit vectors for A r. Hence 
q ;‘- A,‘+A;‘L*O(l-g)Ot*O~‘-A;‘ZO~l. (38) 
Thus if [P’u, (0 ;‘)’ u, L,(O ;I)’ u, and L,&( 0 ;I)+ u are in 
Lip(s, P,) and W, W’ are subunit for A,, then 
(III;‘)+ uELip(s+$; PO): 
WW’(Cl;‘)+ uand (cl;‘)+ WW’u~Lip(s-a, PO). 
Next, consider the operator - Re(L, L, + E,L,). This operator itself is 
of the form -C Xf, where the Xi are real vector fields that satisfy 
Hormander’s condition of order m, = min(m,, m2). Let A, be given by 
A,= -Re(L,L, +&L,)+i(l, +A,) 17’1 (39) 
then on %+ we have 
A,- - L,L, -E,L, (40) 
hence 
L,o 1 -Aoh- CL,, h&l 
- A,& - ZL, - Z’L, - Z”, 
where Z, Z’, and Z” are combinations of L,, L,, L,, L, and hence also 
combinations of subunits for A,. Then on V:’ 
L&l,‘- A,l~~+A~lZL1O~l+A~lZ’~,O,‘+A~lZ”O;l. (41) 
NOW if [P+uE Lip@, PO) we can assume that for some s,, > 0 we have 
(n;‘)+u, t,(O;‘)‘u, and L,L,(0;‘)+u~Lip(-so,P,). Then from 
(3.8) we conclude that (El;‘)+ uELip(-q,+2/m, P,); L,(O[)-‘u, 
z,( 0 :)-’ UE Lip& + l/m, PO). Applying (41), we then conclude 
that L,( 0 ; ‘)+ u E Lip( --so + 2/m, P,) and that L,i?2(D;1)+ UE 
Lip( --so + l/m - E, PO). Continuing to apply (38) and (41) successively 
j-times with j such that -s,+j/m<sd -so+(j+ 1)/m, we obtain 
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(El;‘)+ uELip(s+2/m-s.P,); L,(O;‘)+ U, L,(O;‘)+ U, L,(O;‘)+ E 
Lip(s + l/m - E, PO); L,L,( 0 ; ‘)+ u E Lip(s - E, PO). Applying L:, Lf, 
L,L,, ,and L,L, to (38) and Z=L,, El, L,, E, to (41), we 
obtain L:(O;‘)+ u, Lf(O;‘)+ U, L,, L,(O;l)+ U, ZL,(O;‘)+ UE 
Lip(s - E, PO). Taking adjoints, we obtain (0 ; ‘) + L, U, (0 ;‘) + L, u, 
(El;‘)+ L,u E Lip(s + l/m - E, PO), (O;‘)+ qu, (0;‘)+ LTz.4, 
(UT’)+ z,L,, (UT’)+ L,L,, (Cl;‘)+ L,ZELip(s-s, PO). To prove 
that Z( 0 ;I)+ WUE Lip(s- E, PO) with Z and W as in the lemma, we 
study the operator e-rcol)+; we give a brief indication of our approach 
below. 
For operators A in form (32), we prove estimates of the form 
Ilrse-fA YulJLz + Ilr, Ye-‘Au(ILm 
G Cmin(t”*, 6-‘OOln Itl)(IlP6aullLr + CP llull -J, (42) 
where Y is a subunit for A, F6 denotes multiplication of the Fourier trans- 
formbyafunction~((6/M)~~~)with~~C~({~~IW2”-’(0<d<~~(<~}), 
and $ = 1 on a neighborhood of supp $ (see Definition 9), p and s0 are 
arbitrarily large. From these estimates for A, and A, we prove that the 
Lm-norms of rsZe-‘o:u and rsee’o+ 1 Wu are bounded by the right-hand 
side of (42) whenever Z= L,, L,, or L, and W= L,, L,, or L,. To prove 
this we follow the analogous procedure as above to translate estimates for 
A, and A, to estimates for 0 :. The desired estimate for f,Z( 0 ; ’ ) + Wu 
is then obtained by noting that 
(43) 
integrating the corresponding estimates with respect to t and applying 
(34). In our analysis of the operator ePfo’ we adopt the formalism used by 
Stanton and Tartakoff (see [ST]) in their study of the operator eetn6 on 
strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds. 
To drop the assumption that (37) holds, we prove the weaker inequality 
;1,1al*<C(A16-E+6N) (44) 
which holds for any E > 0 and N large. This enables us to define an 
operator A” i, depending on 6, which is used in the same way as was A i and 
through which we obtain the desired estimates. 
Remark. For pseudoconvex CR manifolds of finite type of dimension 5 
we can prove, even if the Levi form is not smoothly diagonalizable, that 
d$ab 0 ;I on (0, 1) forms maps Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s- E, P,). Indeed, 
cYbO$- •~‘~,~A~‘~, on %‘!+ and ~~O;‘-A;‘8$ on V. This is 
closely related to (41). 
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PART I: THE OPERATOR crA 
1. SET-UP 
Let Xi be smooth real vector fields on a compact manifold .M without 
boundary, and let bi be non-negative smooth functions on 4. Form the 
second-order operator L=Ci Xi*biXi, and suppose L is subelliptic. Let 
B,(x, y) be the non-Euclidean balls associated to L, and define y(x, 6) to 
be the value of y for which B,(x, y) has shortest dimension 6. Let n(x) be 
a smooth function on JZZ satisfying the estimate 12(x)1 d C 6yP2(x, 6) for 
x E 4, 0 < 6 < 1. Let Q’ and Q” be pseudodifferential operators of order 1 
and 0 on .k’, and define S= n(x)Q’ + Q”. Assume S has non-negative 
principal symbol and is self-adjoint. 
The object of our study is the pseudodifferential operator A = L + S, and 
in particular the semigroup ePsA, 0 <s < co. 
To measure the smoothness of functions, introduce pseudodifferential 
operators of order zero r,, p6 on k’, with symbol rs = 1 on the support 
of the symbol of r,, and with r,, rJ having symbols supported in 
((x,5)~T*~lltl4q (0<6<1/2). 
THEOREM (1.1). Let Y, Y’ be smooth vector fields on A!, subunit with 
respect to L. Then we have the estimates 
IIrK’AfllL= d C Iln 4 (ll~dIL- + Cdp llfll -,,I 
Ilf,Ye~‘A~IIL~6Cmin(t-“2,6~‘00 Iln tl)(Il?bfll.=+C8P lljll-,) 
Ilr6e-‘AYfII .,QCmin(t-“2, b-loo Iln tl)(llFJllrm + Cdp llfllP.,) 
I)r,YY’e-‘Afll.,<C Iln61 min(t-‘, 6P100 IIn tl)(ll~JllL-- + Cdp llfll-sO) 
IIT, Ye-‘AYyIILm 6 C Iln 61 min(t-‘, a-loo Iln tl)(ll~bfllL= + Cdp llfil -J 
Ilr,e-‘AYYlfIIL’13<C (In61 min(t-‘, %‘O” }ln tl)(IIF’,fllLz+CP llfll_,). 
In these estimates, p and so are arbitrarily large. The constants C depend 
on p, so, but not on j 
The proof goes as follows. 
2. ELEMENTARY REMARKS 
1. Suppose P, . . . P, are pseudodifferential operators. Suppose Pi and 
P, have symbols with disjoint supports, and that the symbol of Pi is 
supported in {(x, 5) E T*A I 141 > l/S}. Then 
IV, - Afll.,~ c,*s, dP IV-II -so for any p, so. 
607/84/l-Z 
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2. We will often reason as follows: Suppose 
llrs~ull Lm G c IIG WIL” + cap lb4 --so (1) 
Il~,WlL”~ c II& WIL” + CdP II4 --so (2) 
for operators A, B, S (say). These estimates are to hold for any Z,, rb with 
symbols supported in { 151 N i/6}, with ra = 1 on support (Z,). 
Let Z,, jTg, Fd be symbols supported in successively larger regions. From 
(2) we obtain as a special case 
Combining this with (1 ), we find that 
llr&llLm 6 c IIFJSUllLm + cap llull --so. (3) 
This can be established for any F8 = 1 on supp Za, since we can concoct an 
appropriate intermediate r*. Hence as a special case of (3) we obtain 
IlrsAull~m~C l17bSullLm+C8P 1141 -so. (4) 
Thus, estimates like (1) and (2) can be composed to yield (4). 
We use this idea often without explicitly switching Z, r, F. 
3. GEOMETRY 
Let L = -& 8,~~ 8, be an operator on !R” with smooth real coefftcients. 
Assume (au(x)) > 0 everywhere, and suppose L is subelliptic. Let B,(x, y) 
be the non-Euclidean ball associated to x, y, Lj and detine dist(x, y) to 
be the non-Euclidean distance. There is a “straightening” map @: 
n;= I Z: + R” with the properties 
z:=(XkE(W111XkI~y-E6k}, zk= {x,ER’I(x,I <6,} 
B,(x, CY) = @ = B,(x, CY) 
fi {I-fkl<fhk} > = B,(x, CtKy) 
for 1 <t<y-” 
k=l 
det(V@) = 1 on fi z:. 
k=l 
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The Xk are “straightened coordinates.” Define a map 8: I-I: =, { IZ.k I 6 y -“} 
-+ !R” by 
S(f, ...ZJ= @(6,.f1, . ..) s,q. 
The .??k are “resealed, straightened coordinates.” 
Next we pull yzL back to resealed, straightened coordinates by setting 
hi = v” for ii = u o 4, v” = v o 6, v = y2Lu. We have I= -& (a/agi) ijv(a/Xj) 
+ xi 6,(a/aZi) + c” on the unit cube with coefficients (ii,) > 0, gi, Z smooth, 
and having their C” seminorms bounded uniformly in x, y. Moreover, a 
subelliptic estimate holds for L, uniformly in x, y. Define 6(x, y) to be the 
Euclidean distance from x to the complement of B,(x, y), and define y(x, 6) 
as the solution y to the equation 6(x, y) = 6. In terms of the straightening 
@, we have 6(x, y) - min,(6,). The properties of @ just given imply the 
basic facts 
ct” 6(x, y) <6(x, ty) < CtK 6(x, y) for l<t<y-” 
and therefore 
@(X, 6) < y(x, td) < Ct”y(x, 6) for 1 <t<F”. 
If @(Y,, . ..) jj,) = y, where @ comes from B,(x, y) as above, then 
LEMMA 1. 
(4 
ProoJ: (a) B,(x, y,,) has shortest side -6, where y,, = y(x, 6). Hence 
B,(x, y. + dist(x, y)) has shortest side 2 cd. Since y belongs to this ball, it 
follows that B,-(y, y. + dist(x, y)) has shortest side 2cS. Hence y(y, 6) < 
C. (y. + dist(x, y)) = Cy(x, 6) . (1 + dist(x, ~)/y(x, 6)). 
(b) Set T= 1 + dist(x, y)/y(x, y), y. = y(x, 6). Since B,(x, yo) has 
shortest side -6, the ball B,(x, Z’y,) has shortest side <CTK16. Since y 
belongs to this ball, B,(y, Ty,) also has shortest side < CTK’6. Therefore, 
with 0 < t < 1 to be picked, B,(y, tTyo) has shortest side < Ct”TK1& If 
t = cTpcK1”) then we see that B,(y, cT-~~,) has shortest side ,<d. Hence 
y(y, 6) 2 cTpKyo which is (b). 1 
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COROLLARY. 
for any constant D 2 0, with c, C, K independent of D. 
Proof. Trivial from (a) and (b). 1 
4. NORMS 
Define (with M a fixed large constant to be picked later) 
II4 ;,dJ = sup (y-‘(Xl 6)+M-” 14)” 
x i 
X 
s 
b(y)I* 4 ~01 B,(x, I@,@) 
Br(x,y(x.a)) I 
Ill ulll &l,s = SUP i 
W)l 
x I (y-2(x, s)+A4-E 1np2 * 
Obviously 
lbll 6,l,sG IIl~llI6,i,s~ 
W)l G lIl4ll S,l,s . (y-*(x, 6)+A4-” IAl)-“” 
s BL(x,y(x a)) lu(y)l* dy< I14~,~,sW2(x, 4+M-” IA)-” ~01 B,b, Y(x,~)). 
LEMMA 2. 
1 + dist(x, y) --m 
Ye7 6) 
MY)I’ dy 
G c l141:,~.s~ (y-2(x, 6) + A4 --E InI)-” vol B,(x, y(x, 6)) 
for m, C depending only on s. 
Proof: Set 
. w*(Y,~)+~-“Iw 
1 VOlB,(Y, Y(Y, 6)) 5 ZEBL(Y y(y 6)) ‘u(z)‘2 dz dy* . * I 
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The expression in curly brackets is at most jl~ll&~, so (if 6r is big) 
On the other hand, y E B,(z, c, y(z, 6)) for c, 6 1 implies y(z, 6) - y(y, 6), 
and therefore z E B,(y, y(y, 6)). Hence, switching the order of integration 
in the definition of X, we get 
x2 lu(z)12 s 
1 + distk Y) -* (y-2(y, @+A!-” InI)” 
Y(XT 6) vol BL(Y> Y(YT 6)) 
In the inner integral, y( y, 6) - y(z, 6), vol BL( y, y( y, 6)) - vol B,(z, y(z, 6)). 
Also 
1 + dist(x, Y) = Y(X, 6) + dist(x, Y) 
Yb-9 6) Y(4 6) 
< 
y(x, 6) + dist(x, z) + dist( y, z) 
24x3 4 
< 1 + disth 4 + c Y(Z, 4 
. 
Yk 6) l Yh 4 
G c 
( 
1 + dist(x, 4 
Y(X, 6) > 
by (a) of Lemma 1. Putting these estimates into our lower bound for X 
gives 
x2 s dist(x, z) --m (y-qz, 6)+M-” IA/)” Yh 6) vol B,(z, Y(Z, 6)) 
. vol B,(z, cl y(z, 6)) dz. 
Comparing our upper and lower bounds for X and recalling that 
vol B,(z, cl y(z, 6))/vol B,(z, y(z, 6)) 2 c2, we conclude that 
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The corollary to Lemma 1 with D = M-’ IA( gives 
(yy2(z, 6)+M-” IrlI)“>c(y-2(x, d)+M-” \A[)“. 
( 
1 +d;F8;))-“‘“. 
3 
Thus 
G c bll :,n,s volB,(x,y(x,6))(y-2(x,6)+M-” IAl)-“. 
The lemma is proved, with m = ti + JsI K. 1 
COROLLARY. Suppose the straightening of B,(x, y,,) is given by @: 
I-I:=, 1: + R”, with yO=y(x, 6), Zk= {Ixkl <Sk}, Z$ = {Ixkl < 6-“~3~), 
I(@‘)*‘1 6 C, etc. Then 
I 
nk 1; 
lU4Y)12* 
( 
l++! -dy 
&=I 6k ) 
G c lI~Il:,i,s vol B,(x, y,J s (7;’ + M -’ InI)-” 
with C, m depending only on s. 
Proof Set z = Q(y). This change of variables has a bounded Jacobian 
determinant, and 
Hence the corollary follows from the preceding lemma. 1 
The I,“-analogue of the preceding lemma is as follows: 
LEMMA 3. 
G c IIMII 6,&s *(y(x, 6)-2+M-” InI)-““. 
ProojI 
MY)I . 
( 
1 +“;;~~;y < c IIIuIIl&l,s 3 
G c IIIUIII 6,&s . (y(x, S)-2+ M-” ln()-s’2 
by the Corollary to Lemma 1 with D=M-” (1). 1 
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LEMMA 4. Let Q be a pseudodifferential operator of order zero with 
symbol Q(x, r) supported in { ItI N M/6}. Then 
II Q4l s,#l,s~ c II~lld.i.,s (4 
III Quill d,l,sb c III~lll6,l.s. (b) 
Let CJ E CT(BL(x, y(x, 6))). Suppose [Val d C/6. Then 
Proof: Qu( y) = SW” K( y, z) u(z) dz with IK(y, z)l < C,(M/6)” 
(1 + I y - z( . M/6)-” (any 61). To see this, write out the definition Qu( y) = 
j eiC’(ypr) Q(y, () u(z) dz d<, substitute eiE.(-“-‘) = [(Z - (M/6)2 A,) 
(1 +&f’/(p) ly-zl*)-l]mei5.(.~--) , and integrate by parts repeatedly to 
obtain 
proving the estimate on K. (This is an old and standard trick.) Thus for 
y E BL(x, y(x, 6)) we have 
-m 
dz (by Cauchy-Schwartz) 
(+I 
if ti is large, depending on m. 
To see the last estimate, we work in straightened coordinates y = G(y), 
z = G(Z), assuming z E @(nk Z:). We have 1 + (M/6) ly - z( - 
1 +ML (Ih-~kI/@2 1 +L (IYk-Gl/Jk)>c.(l +Ck (I~kll~k)) (since 
I jk) < C 6,) 2 c’( 1 + dist(x, z)/y(x, 8))‘. Hence (1 + dist(x, z)/y(x, S))-m < 
C(l+ (M/6) Iy-zz()-“‘“. This takes care of the integrals over z E @(l& Z: ) 
in (+). The region z$ @(nk I:) is trivial, since (1 + (M/6) ) Y-z~)-~‘* c 
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C 6”M’2. Thus, ( + ) is proved, for y E B,(x, y(x, 6)). Integrating ( + ) over 
BL(x, Y(X. 611, we have 
<C lRn ,u(z)l’-( 1 +“;2;;;’ 
-m 
dz 
6 C’ lI4l ;,i,s vol B,(x, y(x, a)) .(y(x, 6)-2 + M-” IA/)-“, 
where the last estimate foollows from Lemma 2. Hence 
II@4 ;,A., = SUP 
11 
IQu(Y)I~ dylCvo1 B& r(xt 6)) 
x BL(.X,Y(X.d)) 
.(y(x,6)-23-M-E(IZ})-S] 
6 C’ II4 ;.i,, 
which proves (a). 
Similarly, taking y =x in ( + ), we see that 
d c’ lll4ll 6,l.s .(y(x,6)-*+M-&l~l)-S’2 
(by Lemma 3), which is equivalent to saying that I([ Quill 6,1,s f C’ I\IuIII 8,1,r. 
This proves (b). 
To prove (c), we write 
Mu, Ql4y) = j MO(Y) - 42)) WY, 2) 42) dz s 1 &Y, 2) 4~) dz. 
Since 194 G C/u, we get M lo(y) - a(z)1 < (M/S) [y - .z[< 1 + (M/S) 
I y - 21. Hence x( y, z) satisfies the same estimate which we used for K( y, z). 
Therefore, the proof of (a) yields (c) as well. # 
5. PDE LEMMAS 
Let L be a self-adjoint second-order real subelliptic PDE on Ix) < 2 with 
non-negative principal symbol. Let zy, I’, Y’ be smooth subunit vector 
fields. 
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Let 0 <q < l/2 be a small positive number. 
LEMMA A. ZfLU=F,+C,., x,F,+ YY’F, in lyl< 1, then 
IW)l~CllFoll.m+ 1 CllFvIILm+~I~nd IIF*IILm 
“>I 
+ C II UII .c.z + Q2 II YY’F, II LE. 
LEMMA B. ZfLU=F,+C,., zVFV in lyl < 1, then 
I WO)l 6 C IIJ’oll Lm + C Iln rll 1 IIFvIILso + C II W2 
“31 
+Crl 1 Ild’vll~~. 
“>l 
LEMMA C. Zf LU= F0 in lyl -C 1, then 
IYY’U(O)I<CIlnrll II~ollL~+~II~llL~+~~II~IIc~. 
In Lemmas A, B, C and Lemmas D, E below, the norms 11. II Lo, II ./I =s, 
etc., refer to the region IyI < 1. 
We need also two refinements of Lemma A. 
LEMMA D. Let 0 < a < l/2 be a small positive number. Zf LU = 
FO+C, 2°F” + YY’F, in lyl < 1, then 
IW)l <a IIFollLm + C 1 IIFvllLm+ C Iln ?I IIF,IILm 
“21 
+ C(a) II U/I L2 + Q2 II YY’F,ll. 
LEMMA E. Suppose 1 is a large complex number ([Al> B2, large constant 
to be fixed later), and suppose I Im 1 I > c I A I. 
Zf(L-A.)U=F,-,+C,., z,FV in lyl < 1, then 
C C 
lW)l Qj llJ’lI~~+p~>~ 1 IlF,ll.~+~ IIUlltm. 
Remark. In our application of Lemmas A-E, we will take q to 
be so small that the terms q2 II YY’F, IILm in Lemmas A and D, 
Q Cva I IbJvllL o. in Lemma B, and Cq II UII c3 in Lemma C will become 
negligibly small. 
Proof of Lemmas A-E. For Lemmas A, B, C we use the known form 
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of the fundamental solution of L (see [FS]). Lemmas D and E follow from 
A, B, C by appropriate resealing. Details are as follows. 
The equation Lu = F,, + C, a 1 2°F” in 1x1 < l/2 (x, smooth, subunit in 
1x1 < 1) has a particular solution 
Ul(X) = j &dx, Y) F,(Y) 4 
IYI < 1 
+v K(x, Y) F,(Y) 4 in 1x1 < l/2 (1) v,l lul<l 
with 
I&(X> Y)l G 
C dist2(x, y) 
“ol(x y) > , 
Here vol(x, y) = vol B,(x, dist(x, y)); and Y, Y’ are smooth subunit vector 
fields acting on the x-variable in J&(x, y). These results are contained in 
WI. 
Fix a cutoff function GE C,“(B,(O, v)) with cr= 1 in B,(O, (2/3)~), 
I Yal < Cr]-‘, 1 YY’aJ < Cqp2, and q + 1 to be picked. 
Since our PDE may be rewritten as 
LU= F,,+ 1 xy(oFv) + 1 z,{(l-~)F,>=&+ci~ 
V>l v,l Y  
we may apply (1) to FO, F,, to obtain a second solution, namely 
4x) = J &,(x, Y) f’,(y) + 4.~) c d’vb) + 2 (WJ) .F,(Y) 4’ IYl-=l Y Y 
+cl J&(x, ~){(l- 4~)) FvW) 4 in lyl < l/2. (2) “>l IYl<l 
In Eq. (2) there is no trouble differentiating under the integral sign to 
obtain 
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Yu*(x) = 1 (YK,)b> Y) F,(Y) + KY) 
IYI < 1 i 
xCx,F,(y)+CF,(y).x,a(y) dv 
Y  Y  1 
+ “Fl i;,, < 1 (yKvMx, y, 
x ((1 - 4.Y)) F”(Y)] 4 for x E B,(O, 4~). (3) 
Next we seek a particular solution to the equation 
Lu= YY'F, in 1x1<;. (4) 
We fix a cutoff 0 E C,“(lxl < 1) equal to 1 in { 1x1 < l/2} and write 
4(x) = J K,(x, Y) ‘3~) YY’FJY) 4 I.4 < 1
= s &b, Y) 4~) YY’F,(y) 4 
+ J C(yn* VW> Y) W)(l - fJb))Il 
.F,(Y) 4 in B,(O, $11, (5) 
where (YY’)* acts on the y-variable in the expansion in curly brackets. 
Next we want to understand YY’u for a particular solution of Lu = F,. 
Let o1 E C,“(B,(O, 3~/8)) with rrl = 1 in B,(O, q/4), rrr 20 everywhere, 
IYcrrl < CV-‘, I YY’arI G Cq-*. We use the particular solution (1) with 
F,=O (u> 1) and write 
I 01 YY’u, dx= s a,(x) Yy’fG(x, y){(l - 4.~)) K,(Y)) dx dy 
+Jv* 01(x)) Y’&(X~ Y) O(Y) 
x F,(Y) dx 4 (when F,,=Ofor v> 1). (6) 
Now we shall make obvious estimates for the integrals in (l), (2), (3), (5) 
(6) simply by putting absolute values inside the integrals and recalling our 
estimates for Ilu,(x, y)l, I YK,(x, y)l, I Ya(y)l, etc. We obtain the following 
results. 
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lUI(X)l G c Il~ollL~(,y <I) + c c ll~“llLm(,.“, <1) for 1x1 < l/2 
V>l 
(7) 
l%(X)l G c IlFrJll L=y,y, <1) + c 1 IIF”IIL’a(,y, < 1) 
V>l 
+ cu1* c II%~“ll L”C,y, < 1) for 1x1 < l/2 63) 
V>l 
II Yu2(x)ll 6 C ll~OllLmcI,I<l~+ C Iln rll C II~,Ilrm~IYlil~ 
V>l 
+ crt 1 ll~“~“llL~~,y, < 1) for xEB, O,Jjq 
( > 
(9) 
VZl 
lQx)l G C Iln 4 lI~*IILmcIvI~l) 
+Q* IIYY’F*IILqy,<l) for x E B,(O, $11) (10) 
. vol B,(O, 1) when F, = O(v < 1). (11) 
Next suppose LU=Fo+Cva,~,F,. Then L(U-uI)=L(U--ul)=O in 
1x1 < l/2. Since L is subelliptic, we have 
II u - Ul II C3(lxI < l/4) 6 c II iJ-- u1 II L2(1,( < l/2) 
G C IlFo II Lqyl < 1) 
+ 1 C lI~~ll~~~,~,<,,+C lIUIl~~(,x,<1,2~ (12) 
V>l 
by virtue of (7); and similarly 
+ Cv2 c IIGF~IILY~, <I) + C II~Il~q,y,<l~. (13) 
VT1 
By (9) and (13) we have 
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Similarly, by (11) and (12) with F, E 0 (v ? 1 ), we have 
crl YY’u, dx 
+ c vol B,(O, f?) . IIU- Ul llc~(1.~1 < l/4) 
6 ic Pnql ll~ollL7t~l.yl~I~+C IIuIIL~(~~~~I1~~ 
x vol B,(Q rl) if F,=O(v>, I). 
Moreover, with V= jrwn ~7, dx - vol B,(O, q) we have 
I~Y’W)l G +,,,,YY’~dj +Q IIUllcqlr.,c,,, 
since x E supp 0, implies 
(YY’U(x)- YY’U(O)l Q 8;; (VYr’U(y)l -diam(supp al) 
” 
6 c II VI c’ .9. 
Therefore, ( 15) implies 
27 
(14) 
(15) 
+ cil II WI cq,.v, < 1) provided F,=Oforv> 1. (16) 
Similarly, suppose 
LU=F,+ c z,F,+ YY’F, 
va.1 
in 1x1~ 1. Then 
L(U-u,-u,)=O 
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in 1x1 < l/2, so that 
II u- Ul - %I1 CS(,y, <l/4) 6 c II u- Ul - %llL’(,y, <l/2) G c II WLQy, < 1) 
+ c llJ&~(,.“, < 1) + c c ll~“llL”(,y, < 1) 
V21 
+Cllnrl lI~,IILm~,,,ll)+W IIYY’~*IILm(lul~l) 
by virtue of (7) and (10). .Hence 
IVO)l G lUl(O)l + l%(O)l + II~-~l--u311c3(,y,<1/4) ~cII~IlL2~,y,<l) 
+ C Iln rll Il~,IILm~,v,~l)+ Q2 IIY~~JLoo~,y,~l~ (17) 
by another application of (7) and (10). 
Estimates (14), (16), (17) complete the proof of Lemmas A, B, C. 1 
Proof of Lemma D. If LU=FO+Cyal zyFv+ YY’F, in ly( c 1, then 
b2L) u= (Y’Fo’O) + c b4WJ + (YWY’)F, 
V21 
in B,(O, y), 0 < y < 1. 
Changing to resealed, straightened coordinates (i.e., composing with the 
map 6 in the section on Geometry) and invoking Lemma A, we obtain the 
estimate 
+ J& II UII LVW~,~~~ + Q2y2 II YY’F*II Lwwxy)). 
Taking y equal to a small constant times & and dominating L” and L2 
norms over B,(O, y) by norms over { 1 yl < l}, we obtain Lemma D with 
C(a) = ClJm. I 
Proof of Lemma E. Suppose first that supp UC { lyl < l/2}. We shall 
first prove an L2-estimate for U localized to a ball B,(xO, 111 -1’2)r then we 
can invoke Lemma A on that ball. 
Let M$ 1 be a constant to be picked later and let x0 belong to supp U. 
We introduce cutoff functions 0, cl E C,“(B,(x,, M (11 -‘12)) with the 
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following properties: (pi = 1 on supp 0, (T= 1 on B,(xO, (1/2)M 111 -‘j2), 
I Yol, I Yo, ( < C 111 ‘j2/A4 for subunit tangent vectors Y. 
Let Y be a subunit tangent vector field, not assumed to be smooth. For 
w  supported in { lyl < l/2} we have the Lz-estimates 
IIYwI12<(Lw,w)=Re(Lw,w)dRe((L-A)w,w)+IAI IJw112. 
(The first inequality is an elementary integration by parts.) 
IIm(V-A)w w>l= lIm(lw, w>l= IImiJ Ilwl12a~ 111 liwI12. 
Together, these estimates imply 
I4 llwl12+ IlYwI12~C I(W-~)w, w>l 
We apply this to w  = OU. Note that 
Yw= Y(au)=a(Yu)+u(Yo) and 
Hence we obtain 
I4 11~412 + IlaY412 
for supp WC (1~1 <l/2}. 
< c I4 
-.s Ila,ul12+CI((L-I)(au), (au)>1 
c I4 
~~lla,ul12+CI(o(L-rZ)u,cru)l 
+cl(CGol%~u>l. tell 
Now CL, 01 = (CA”2/M) o,w + (b IAI/M’)cr, with w  subunit and Ibl< C. 
(This is easily verified by viewing [(M*/lAl)L, a] in resealed, straightened 
coordinates on B,(x,, M/l,?1 ‘12).) 
Hence 
I(CJ% fJl& fJu>l d y l(alw-u, au>l +s I(bo,uvau)l 
c I4 
<; lIrr,-wul12+~ 11412+ s lb1412 
<; 11~,~~112+ y IIfJ,ulj2. 
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Putting this back into (el), we see that 
{ IAl lloul12+ Il~Y412) G$ (I4 ll~,~l1*+ Ilof-~l12~ 
+Cl(a(L-A.)u,au)l. (e2) 
Now suppose (L - L)u = fO + C, x,f, with 2, subunit, smooth. Then 
CM c I4 
GIA( ll~hl12 + M - Ibul12+C~ I((wJ)f”, au>l 
Y 
+CC I(& IX, +>I +C IbL WWI. (e3) 
Y Y 
We have z,* = --z,+ b with (bl < C, so 
I(& a+>l G I(dv, QV)I + I(dw obu)l 
<CM Ildll*+; ll~4’+; I1412. (4 
Also, Iz,(TI < C 11l"*/M, I [a:, a]1 d C lAl’/*/M (the left-hand side is a 
function of x), so 
I((~“~)f”, au>1 + I(d”, [ZZ, alu>l d T <b,f”I, b14 > 
<c llfJIf”ll*+~ ll~1ul12. 
Putting this and (e4) into (e3), we obtain 
I(G-Ib, au>l+ ll~,hll*+CM c ll~,fvll* 
V>l 
+ Cl4 
{ 
7 ll~~~ll”~~ ll%4}. 
Putting this into (e2), and taking @9 = 9Y or one of the zk, whichever has 
the largest Ila,?Yull, we obtain 
{I4 11412+ Il~YUl12) <; { I4 lb,412+ lb, +w12) 
+ 57 Il~Ihl12 + CM 1 Ilcf”l12. (e5) 
v>l 
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This holds for arbitrary subunit Y and some subunit ?V. Recall that 0 = 1 
on B,(x,,, M/2 In11’2), while (T, is supported in B,(x,, M/111”‘). Assuming 
fO?.f”EL”, we see from (e5) that 
I WYN2 & 
(e6) 
Now we are led to define 
a= sup 
I4 s 
XiJhlw” 
Y  subunit 
and Q* analogous to 52 with the integrals over B,(x,, M/2 (21 ‘12) replaced 
by integrals over B,(x,, M/l11 ‘I*). Estimate (e6) asserts that 
W 
On the other hand, B,(x,, M//1( 1’2) can be covered by a family of smaller 
balls B,(xj, M/2 111 ij2), i= 1, . . . . j,,,, with j,,, bounded independently 
of M. Hence Q* 6 CQ with C independent of M. Therefore, we may once 
and for all pick M equal to a large constant so that the term (C/M)Q* 
in (e7) can be absorbed into the left-hand side. Consequently, 
In particular, this means that 
1 
vol B(x,, c IAl -1’2) I4 ~B(,,,,i ,-I, 2) My)12 dy 
< c, llfoll t- \ T+c’ c Ilf”Il~~. 
v,l 
(e8) 
In (e8) and from now on in the proof of Lemma E, we stop keeping track 
of M dependence, and just regard M as another constant C. 
607184/l -3 
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We have proved (e8) for u supported in (1~1 < l/2} and satisfying 
Lu =fO + Cy z,f”. Now we rewrite our equation for u as 
in B,(xO, )A[ -lj2). 
Viewing this equation in resealed, straightened coordinates (i.e., compos- 
ing with the map & in the section on Geometry), and applying Lemma A 
with F, = 0, we get the estimate 
c c 
bkJ G pj IlfollLm + pjiis “g lvJ + 
c II4 L+3L(XO I,%-‘“)) 
vol B,(xo, il, -1,2j 
The crucial point is that our localized L2-estimate (e8) shows that the last 
term on the right-hand side is dominated by the remaining terms on the 
right and may therefore be omitted. 
Thus, we have proved the estimate 
IIW~ llfollP+CIji Y L” ” l; IV II 
for u supported in { I yl < l/2} and satisfying Lu = f. + 1 x,f,, X, smooth, 
subunit. It remains to remove the restriction on the support of u. 
Thus, suppose (L-n) U= F, + Cya I 2°F” as in the hypothesis of 
Lemma E. 
Let e~C,“((yJ<1/2) with e(O)=l. We have L(eU)=eLU+WU+ 
(LB) U with w  smooth and subunit. Hence 
L(eu)=eF,+ c ex,Fv+w-u+(Le)u 
V>l 
= eF,- c (z,e).F,+(Le).u 
i 
+ C x,(eFv)+wu 
v,l I V,l 
-fo+ 1 x,(BF,) + w-u. 
V21 
The last term on the right is to be regarded as merely an additional x,fv. 
Since eU is supported in { 1 yl < l/2), estimate (e9) applies, telling us that 
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i.e., 
the Loo-norms taken over (Iv] < 1 }. Since 111 > B2, this implies the conclu- 
sion of Lemma E, completing the proof. 1 
The proof of Lemma E is really our whole proof for (A -A)-’ in 
miniature. Lemmas A-E refer to solutions of PDE in the unit cube. We 
need also their analogues for solutions of PDE in a small non-Euclidean 
ball B,(x,,, y). Specifically, we have the following results: 
LEMMA B’. If LU= F,,+C,,, xVFy in 9= B,(x,, y) with X, smooth, 
subunit, then for subunit tangent vectors Y we have 
I YW,)l< ‘3 llf’ollLm~g~ + C Iln VI c IIKII Lm(aQ) 
V21 
LEMMA C’. Zf LU= F,, in 93 = B,(xO, y) then for smooth subunit vector 
fields Y, Y’ we have 
for some fixed m depending only on L. 
LEMMA D’. if O<a<1/2 and LU=F,+CV3,r,FV in 93=B,(x,,y) 
with z, smooth, subunit, then we have 
LEMMA E’. With B 9 1 a large constant to be picked later, suppose 
IIrn,4I>,cl~l and )A13B2y-‘. Zf (L-A)U=F,,+C,.,z,F, in 9I= 
B,(x,, y) with 2, smooth, subunit, then we have 
We have not stated an analogue for Lemma A simply because we will 
not need it. 
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Lemmas B’-E’ are easily deduced from Lemmas B-E by passing to 
resealed, straightened coordinates, i.e., composing with the map 8 defined in 
the section on Geometry. We just set u = UO 8, PO = y*F,, o 8, Fv = yFY o 6, 
and define X,, y, p, z to be the pullbacks of yx,, y Y, y Y’, y*L by 8. Then 
x”,, y, p’, are subunit with respect to 1 on the unit cube, z is subelliptic, 
and the equation LU = F,, + Cy2 1 xvFv on B,(x,, y) goes over to Eu= 
&++“.l&R on the unit cube. We note that the map $ has C3-norm 
bounded by some fixed negative power of y, and the Jacobian determinant 
det 8’ has constant order of magnitude in the unit cube, as follows from 
the discussion of @, d in the section on Geometry. Hence 
II 011 C’(lvl < 1) ’ < 5 II VII C$3) 
II 011 LTvl -=z 1)- 
II WI L.qg? 
&iii- 
Also, 
ll~vll~~,~, < 1) -Y lIF,II.a~,, (v>l) 
Il~oll L~UI < 1) w y2 III;ollLm(g) 
II 011 LYIYI < 1) - IlUll Ly.93) 
m(0) = y YU(x,) 
FFqO) = y2YY’U(x,). 
Thus Lemmas B’-E’ are immediate consequences of Lemma B-E. 
A variant of Lemma A is as follows. 
LEMMA A*. If(L+B)U=Fo+C,., z,F, + YY’F, in { (yl < l} then 
Ill GC Ilf’~llLm+C c IIF,IILm+C Iln?l IIF*IILm 
v>l 
+ C IlUll -s+ Cv12 IlYY’F,IlLm, 
where the norms L” and H-” refer to { I yl c 1 }, and the constants C depend 
on B, s. 
Sketch of Proof The proof of Lemma A was based on two ingredients: 
the properties of the fundamental solution of L (proved in EFS]), and the 
hypoelliptic estimate 
IIWII C?IyI < l/4) G c llwll L2(IyI < l/2) 
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for solutions of Lw = 0 in 1 yl < l/2. However, the results of [FS] apply just 
as well to the fundamental solution of L + B. (Of course, the constants in 
the estimates will then depend on B.) Moreover, the hypoelliptic estimate 
holds in the sharper form 
II4 C’(lVl< 114) G CsB llwll H-yIy 4 l/2) 
for solutions of (L + B) w = 0 in 1 yl < l/2. 
Hence the proof of Lemma A may simply be copied with minor changes 
to prove Lemma A*. 1 
6. FOURIER TRANSFORM LEMMA 
FOURIER TRANSFORM LEMMA. Let @: n;= 1 Z: + R”, where /Z: I= 
s: >ee, I(@‘)“\ cc on J&z:, and (LW’l <C,~,(C?:)-*~ (natural 
estimates). Let c7E C;(j& Z:) with IiYol <C, nk (~3:)~“~. Let 13(q) be 
a symbol of order 0, supported in { (q( 6 c,(M/6)}, with c,, < 1 depending 
on C, C,, E given above. Set v(y)=o(y). (T6u)(@(y)). Then Il0(D)uli 6 
C(P, MY J) JP II4 --S. 
ProoJ: 6(q) = j e-‘q,Ya( y) e i”@‘Y’cp((6/M)5) ti(<) dt dy, with (p((d/M)t) 
= symbol of Ta, i.e., 
Fix q E supp 8 and l with ) 51 N 6/M. Note that (a/ay,)[e . Q(y) - q . y] = 
~.V,@(Y)-V~. At Y,EI-I/~Z:, the column vectors Vj@(yO) together form 
a matrix @‘(y,) with I(@‘( y,))“l < C. So if I<[ N M/6, then there is some 
j for which 15 .Vj@(yO)l >4c,(M/6). Our estimates for lP@‘l show that 
15 .VjQi(y)J > 3c,,(M/6) for all y = (yl, . . . . yk) near y, = (yy, . . . . yjl) in the 
sense that (y,-ypI<c,(6’). So if suppoc{yIIy,-ytJ<c,(6:)}=U 
then for \<I N M/6 we can pick out j for which 15. Vj@( y) - qj ( < c,(M/6) 
for YE supp 6, Jql < c,(M/J). By making a partition of unity, we 
may assume supp 0 c U. Now F(y) E ((6/M)l) .Vj@( y) - ((6/M)r]i) 
satisfies JPFI <C, Hz_1 (6:)-“‘I on J&Z:, and moreover IFI > c0 on 
supp 0. Hence l/F(y) = (M/6). (< .Vj@( y) - vi) satisfies lP( l/F( y))l < 
C, ntzl (~5:)~“~ on supp c. 
We note that eiCS.@(Y)-s..“l = (6/1I4)~ [(l/F)(a/ay,)]” ei[C’O(J’-q’J], so 
integration by parts yields 
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The expression in curly brackets is a sum of terms n, [(alay,)” F] . 
[ (a/ayj)t u]/Pwe’ with Crs, + t = N. Our estimates for lal*FI, la%\ 
and the lower bound JFI 2 c0 on supp (T therefore prove that 
I [(a/ay,)( l/F)IN 01 6 C, S,: N. Putting this into the above integral identity 
yields 
II eiCt~@(Y)-v.Yla(y) dy <c I_ ,($)NS;N 
since dj > d’-‘. Therefore our formula for t?(q) implies the estimate Ifi(q)1 < 
j GaEN Iti lq((6/M)<)I d5. Taking N large enough, we get from 
Cauchy-Schwartz lfi(q)l’< C,,, bp Ilu11~, for 1~1 <c&f/& Hence 
IIW)~l12~ C,.P Il~l12;w sum O)< C;,s,M8p--n Ilull?,. 
Since p is arbitrarily large, the lemma is proved. 1 
7. RESCALED SUBELLIPTIC ESTIMATES 
Suppose 2 = -cjk (8/Xj) ii,,(a/%,) is self-adjoin& real, C”, subelliptic 
in ni=, {lZ.kl<lO}, with (tij,J>O. Let ZEC~(~~ (In,1 Gl}), and let 
8(q) be a symbol of order zero, with 
Let y be a vector field, subunit for z, but not necessarily smooth. Then for 
ii E L2( W) we have the following estimate: 
LEMMA. 
M2” Ildii(12+ 11 Y(cz)l12< C(Zdii, aii> + M2” IIB(D,)iq2 
Proof. Let t?,~C,“((lxl<2}) with rYId = d. The subellipticity of z 
means Ild,~~(~~C(~~,~)+C~~~~~*. Applying this to 6=6du gives 
Il6fill,‘G C(tZii, E) + C Ildiil12. Now let 8” E So be supported in 
{ lrl <c,M/2}, with Bx = 1 in { Ir[ <c&4/4}. Then iV2” ~~~~~2~ 
c llnq12+ CAP 1le#(o)3112 as one sees at once from the Fourier 
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transform. Again taking ~5 = 66, we have MZE I16iil12<C IlZllt+ 
CM2E IlO#(D) r3iil12. Hence 
iv*” pill26 C(Ldii, aii> + c lldiil12 
Next, 
+ CM2” Ile”(D) czq2. 
Ile#(D) sill* Q c lItI” iY’8(D)ul12+ c I/e”(D) cT(z-~(D))i)~2 
< clI8(D)i711*+ c Ile”(D) qz-&D))fill’, 
SO 
iv*” IliYtill* < C(ZE, aii> + c lIcYiq* + CM2” l18(D)iil12 
+ CM2” lItI” C(Z- D(D))iill 2. 
The second term on the right-hand side may be absorbed into the left-hand 
side. Moreover, T=O#(D)d(Z-8(D)) is a composite of pseudodifferential 
operators whose symbols have disjoint supports, with supp 5 c ( lz?l < 1 } 
and supp( 1 - 8) c { l[l> (l/4) c,M}. Hence Tu(x) = f K(x, y) u(y) dy 
with IK(x, y)l < C,(l + 1x1 + Iv/)-“. Hence IlO” C(Z-@D))iill* d 
C, SW” (lfi(j)l* @/(l + IjI)“), so the lemma is proved. 1 
We apply the above lemma to the operator z defined in Section 3 by 
pulling y2L back to resealed straightened coordinates via the map $. We 
take ii=~.(uo&), where ~EC;(IJ~ {I~.kl<yP}), i=l in {lZ?kl< 
(1/2)y-“} and I(8/X)a 21 < C,y”‘*l. (The cutoff x is introduced because 8 
is only defined on nk {/a,( <Y-‘}.) 
Thus, E, ii are related to L, u by zii = y2(Lu)o i$ in & (IZ-kl < 
(l/2)7-“}. Similarly, if Y is a (nonsmooth) subunit field for L, then yY 
pulls back to 7, a subunit vector field for z, with % = y( YU)O 6 in 
nk { IZk I < (l/2)7-“). Applying the previous lemma to z, ii, y, we obtain 
with 
in *CL {l%l <F)) 
elsewhere 
the estimate 
Let us rewrite this estimate in terms of the new coordinates j = (y, , . . . . j?,), 
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given in terms of j = (j,, . . . . j,) by jk = dkjk. Note that uo b(g) = 
u 0 Q(j), where 4, Q, are the straigthening maps defined in Section 3. 
We introduce the cutoff functions 
&rf 1, ..., rin)=W1vll, . . . . Snii,) and 
- - 
X(Y 1, ..‘, 
The previous estimate may now be rewritten as 
Since det V@ = 1, this means 
iv*& 11412 + Y2 II wJf4112 
~CY2<W4, (flu)) +M2” II~piJ{xc~~@1~II* 
IX(U”WY)12 4 
+c-I. (1 +Ck IYkl/6k)m. 
We now take y = y(x, 6) and invoke the Corollary to Lemma 2 in Section 4 
to control the last term on the right-hand side. Thus we obtain 
M2”Y(X, w* Ibull*+ IIwJu)l12 
G C(JYfJu), (au)> + M2W, @* IIfmj){XC~4) II2 
+ c* II~II;,l,s vol B,(x, y(x, 6))(y(x, (5-2 + AK” InI)-“+ l. 
Take here T,u in place of u. The Fourier Transform Lemma shows that 
II~~~,~(x~~~a~~~~l}l12~~p,so~p ll412,~ 
so we obtain 
M2”Y(X, w* Il~m412+ II w0411* 
G c(uar,u), (ar,u)> 
+ cs llm4I~,i,, . vol B,(x, y(x, 6)) 
.(y-2(X, S)+M-” InI)-“+’ 
+ c;.30 dP II4 ‘,- 
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Next, let !? be a first order self-adjoint pseudodifferential operator with 
non-negative principal symbol 3(x, 5) supported in { 151 N M/6} so that 
S = 3 in support of the symbol of r,. Garding’s inequality for 3 gives 
<,S(d-,u), (ar,u)> 2 -c llor,ul12. 
Adding this to the previous estimate and supposing M*” b C, we get 
M2”Y(X, v2 11~~,412 + II nG~)l12 
<c((L+S)(o&u), (d,u)> 
+ cs llrs4 ;,1,, vol B,(x, Y(X, 6)) 
.(y-*(X,6)+M~&IIZI)~S+’ 
+ cp,,, hP Ilull ‘,. (1) 
Now suppose 1Im 11 >, c 1JJ. Then self-adjointness of L + 3 gives 
lIm((L+S-I)(aT,u), (oT,u))l= lImAI IlaT,ul1*~c 111 llar,z4112 
and hence 
((L+ mJm4 (ar,u)> 
<Re((L+s--A)(oT,u), (ar,~))+ 111 IloT,ull* 
<c I((L+S-A)(al-,u), (aT,zl))I. 
Thus, a fortiori 
I4 IlGul12 + (W+ ~w-,4~ (Qr,u)> 
~cI((L+~-~)(oT,u),aT,u)l 
+ M”y-2(x, 6) Ild-,ul12. (2) 
Clearly, this is true also if we assume (Al 6 C instead of (Im 111 2 c IAl. From 
(1) and (2) now follows the estimate 
Next write 
(M2”Y-2(x? J)+ 14) Ib~,ul12+ IIy(fJ~,~)11* 
~cI((L+~-~)aT,u,aT,u)l 
+ cs Ilc54az,i,s vol B,(x, Y(X, 6)) 
. (y-*(x, 6) + M-” InI)‘-” 
+ c,,, hP Ilull ‘,,. 
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and substitute this into the preceding estimate. Since the term IIar,ull 2 may 
be absorbed into the left-hand side, and since 
(loT,(S-3;)ul12< Ilr,(s-~~~l12,<c,,,,~p Il4Z,, 
we obtain 
w+2”y-2(4 q+ 14) llG~l12+ IIw04112 
<c I(oT,(A -J)u, aT,u)l 
+cI([L+s,or,lu,~~,~~l 
+ c, llmll:,~., vol B,cG Yk 6)) 
.(y-2(x, 6)+M-“(l()‘-” 
+ cp,, dP II4 ‘,. 
(Recall A=L+S.) 
We rewrite this slightly. We have 
c /IaY@l12 6 II ~(c5~)l12 + II r&II’ 
2 G II wb4112+ Q(4 S)r2 ll~6~llL~~B(x,y(x,6))) 
G II Y(aT,u)l12+ c, lI~,4l,‘.,,, vol BL,h Yk 4) 
.(y-2(x,6)+M-“)1))‘-” 
and also 
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Putting these into our previous estimate gives 
Next we estimate the commutator term in (3). 
8. COMMUTATOR TERMS 
We have [L+$ aT,]u= [L, a] T,u+ [S,O] r,u+a[L, r,]u+ 
a[s, Ta]u. Now [L, a] = Cy(x, 6)-l X+ (La) with z subunit for L (but 
not smooth) and ILo/ < Cy(x, a)-*. (This is easily seen by studying 
[y*L, o] in resealed straightened coordinates.) Hence 
II CL, aI r,ull ;qsllppo) G Qb? w* I145~I12Lqs”pp.) 
+ CYb, 6)v4 IIm4t~(,“ppo) 
G c lIr~,4 &,,- 1 vol B,b, IO, 6)) 
.(y-*(X,6)+M-” IAl)‘-“y(x,S)-’ 
+ c llG4;,~,, vol B,(x, y(x, 6)) 
.(y~*(X,6)+M-&I~I)~Sy(X,6)-4 
G c ll~a~ll~,A., vol B,k Y(X, 6)) 
.(y-*(X,6)+M-&I~I)*-S 
+ c ll~G4I~,~*,-, vol BLk Yk 6)) 
-(y-2(x, 6)+M-” IAl)*? (Cl) 
Next recall 3 = A(x) Q where Q is a first order symbol, and (A( y)I < 
C&I-*(X, S) in B,(x, y(x, 6)). Hence ,!?= A(x)&! with Q(x, 5) supported in 
151 - M/6, i.e., s= (M/6) A(x). Qx with Q# a symbol of order zero, 
supported in { 141 -M/6}. Thus [s, r~] = (M/6) A(y). [Q#, a]. Since 
IA(y < Cyp2(x, 6) for y E supp O, we have 
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IICX 01 ~a4tq,“,,,)~ W4k 6) IIWQ”, 01 &422(,“ppo) 
G W4(x, 6). IIM-Q”, 01 04;,,,, 
x vol B,(x, y(x, 6)). (y-2(x, 6) + M-” 111))” 
G c’YP4k 6). llG4;,&, vol B,(x, Y(X, 6)) 
.(y-2(x,6)+M-“J11)-” 
(by virtue of (c) in Lemma 4 in Section 4) 
G C’ llG4~,l,s vol B,(x, y(x, 6)). (y-2(x, 6) + A4 -& InI)‘-“. (C2) 
Next look at a[& r,]u. NOW L =cjXT#jXj with tij ~0. Both #jXj and 
(J#j/8~k)_xi are subunit, the latter since IVdj I* < Ctij. Hence [L, T,] = 
Cj> I Qjxj + QO + Qemx where Qj, Q0 are pseudodifferential operators of 
order 0 supported in { 151 N M/6} and lIeerror ~11 < CP+ P [lull -sg and fj 
subunit (see the beginning of Section 9). With suitable f, analogous to Ta 
but having symbol equal to one on the support of symbols of Qj and Q,, 
we have 
CL, ~&Iu= 1 Qjfjra’bU+ QoFau+ Qerror~ 
j ,  1 
(for a different QerrOr, satisfying the same estimate). Hence 
ll~[L~~]~I126C~ ll~Qjfj~~~l12+CllQ~?b~l12+C~p Il~llYq 
.(y~2(X,g)+M~&(IZl)2~s 
+ C llQ&~ll~,,,,- 1~01 B,(x, Y(X> 6)) 
.(y~2(x,6)+M~“I~I)2~” 
+ c&v, ap Il4l’,. 
(We have been wasteful with the Q,-term.) 
Invoking (c) in Lemma 4 in Section 4, we get 
IlaCLv r81”l12G cc Ilxj~cSull~~,J,~-2 vol BL(xY Ytx3 6)) 
(C3) 
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Similarly, [ 3, r,] = Q?b + QerrOr with Q of order zero with symbol 
supported in {ItI -M/J), IIQerror4 G C,,, 6’ II4 --so. So 
II& ~&II*6 IbQh4l’+ Cp,s,,Sp II&, 
d lIQbII;,i,,-1 vol B,(x, Y(X, 6)) 
.(y~*(X,s)+M-&I~I)*~s 
+ cp,, bP Ilull 5, (C4) 
(again we are being wasteful) 
d c IIG4;,I,,~1 vol B,(x, y(x, 6)) +-2(X, s)+M-” IAl)*-” 
+ cp,,, dP Ilull ‘, 
(again by (a) of Lemma 4 in Section 4). 
Putting (Cl) . . . (C4) into the formula for [L + 3, or,] we get 
II CL + 3, af,l ul12 6 c vol B,(x, y(x, 6)) 
~(Y~2(X~s)+M-” InI)*-” ([r6ullZ,j.,s 
+ Il~m4~,~,,~1 + 11&4~,+* + II9G~ll~,,,,-, 
+ cp,s, ap ll42,~~ 
where w  =xjO with j, picked to maximize II~~,~~uII~,~,,~~. Putting this 
estimate into (3) from Section 7, 
(M2”Y-2(X, 6) + 14) Il~m412 + I/~Y~,~l12 
d c I (aT,(A - A)u, aT,u)l 
+ ‘S”““O llrSull~,j,,, ‘01 BL(x> Ytx? 6)) 
.(y~*(x,s)+M-“I~I)‘-” 
+ C&f pE”o IlcA~,A,,~ 1 vol B,(x, Yb, 6)) 
.(y~*(x,s)+M-“I~I)‘-” 
+ cswG4~,~.,-1 + Ilc?~ll~,~,,~,) 
.volB,(x,y(x,6)).(y~~(x,6)+M-“~1~)1-” 
+ csop dP II4 “,. 
Recall Y is subunit, while X, TT are appropriate subunit vector fields. 
Now assume (A-A)u=f,+C,., Y,fv with Y, smooth, subunit. We 
have 
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+ 1 I car, Y”f”, fJr,u>l (C6) 
and 
Let us estimate the size of the terms in (C7). 
Ibm, y,If,,cd a-*W)+M-EIII) Ibr,ui? 
+w*k d)+~-& ini)-1 lidra, r,if,ti* 
6 c, ilo4 L, vol B,(x, Yb, 6 1) 
.(y-*(X,d)+M-& In()'-" 
+ c, II ch wii;,l.S--l ~01 a ~(4 w 
.(y~*(x,6)+M-“I~I)-“. 
Since [r,, Y,] = Q”r6 + Qerror with Q# symbol of order zero supported 
in { ItI -M/6} and IIQerrorf II < CP,sO P II f II --s0, we invoke (a) of Lemma 4 
in Section 4 to conclude that 
km-,, y,ifk d-da ~CVO~B,~W~G 6)) 
. (y-*(x, 6) + AC-" InI)'-" 
x { iird4iL + Il~~f”ll ;.A,,- 1 + c,,, P llf”ll’,>. 
(C8) 
Now [a, Y,] and [a, Y,?] are multiplication by a function O(y-‘(x, 6)) 
and supported in supp B. Hence 
(C9) 
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Since Y:= -Y,+b, b=O(l), we have 
Putting (C8), (C9), (ClO), into (C7) yields 
I~~~,Y,f”,a~,u~l~CvolB,(x,y(x,6)).(y~*(x,6)+M-”~1~)‘-” 
. w64&.,s+ II w341~,~,,-1 M-E’10 
+ Il?bf”ll ;,i.,s- 1 ME”O + c,,,, P llf”ll’,}. (Cl 1) 
(Here we used Lemma 4 on Norms to show that 
Also, we note that 
I(ar,fo, oT,u)l <C(YY2(X, 6)+M-” IW’ Ilo~A12 
+ c(y-2(x, 6)+M-” IAl) Ilar,ull* 
<CvolB,(x, y(x, 8)).(y-2(x, 6)+M-” InI)‘-” 
mkiiII~,A,,-2+ llb&.,s~* 
Putting this and (Cll) into (C6), we obtain 
I<aT,(A-~b,fl~,u)l 
<Cvol B,(x, y(x, d)).(y-2(x, 6)+M-” In()‘-s 
. IIm41:,&s+ llwoII~,~,,-2+~ II Lm4l.i,i,s-1 M-“‘O 
1 ” 
+I ll~~bll~,j.,S-~~M’lo+C~p,*O~P IlfX, . 
Y Y I 
We now substitute this into (C5). After possibly changing x to one of the 
Y,, we obtain 
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w*“Y-*(x, h)+ 14) IbrA*+ ll~Y~,~l12 
<CvolB,(x, y(x, 6)) +-2(X, s)+M-” InI)‘-” 
That is, 
M” Il~b412/cvol&(x, Y(X, WW2(x, @+Mp” I4r”l 
and 
~IaYI-~UII*/[Vol B,(x, y(x, 6)). (y-*(x, 6)+M-” InI)-‘“-“] 
are bounded by the expressions in curly brackets in the preceding estimate. 
This holds for all x. Taking the supremum over all x, we obtain 
CM” IIm4l~.~.,+ lIym4i,~,,-Il 
Defining 
Q(w, 6, 1, s) = ME’10 llwII;,l,s + sup hr”“O II W~,A,,~ ,, 
Y  subunit 
we may rewrite the above estimate as 
ME’10Q(04 4 4 3) G wf). 
[ 
Ilmoll~,1,,-2 + c IlrJll~.i,,~ 1 
“21 
+ c,,, ap 
( 
1 IVII 5, + II4 ‘$, 
Y )I 
+csz(r,u,s,;l,s)+C(M).Q(~‘,u,6,1,s-l). 
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We now pick MB 1 once and for all so that the term CQ(r,u, 6, I, s) on 
the right may be absorbed into the left-hand side. 
With M fixed, we get 
The first term on the right-hand side is analogous to the left-hand side, but 
with s replaced by s - 1. Hence we may feed this inequality into itself in an 
obvious induction, obtaining 
If k is taken large enough, then O(?bu, 6, 1, s-k) < C,,, Ilull Ls,. Thus we 
may drop the first term on the right-hand side above. Recalling the delini- 
tion of Q, we obtain at last our basic localized L2-estimate: 
Suppose (A - 1)~ =fO + C, Y,fY with Y, smooth, subunit. 
Assume IIm II 2 c 111 or 111 < C. Let Y be any subunit vector field. 
Then 
9. L” ESTIMATES 
Our goal here is to estimate (A -II)-’ in the norms 111. ll16,1,s. Again, 
suppose J AJ < C or else Jim AI > c JAI. We start with the equation 
(A-l)u=fo+ c Gf" with X, smooth, subunit vector fields. (0) 
“>l 
We apply r, to both sides and recall that A = L + S. Thus 
607/84/l-4 
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(L-i)u=f,-su+ 1 Z"f" 
V21 
Let us examine the commutators in (1). Since S, X, are first-order, both 
[S, r,] and [x,, r,] have the form Qor6+ Qerror with Q, a pseudo- 
differential operator of order zero with symbol supported in (151~ M/6} 
and Qerro, satisfying the estimate IIQ,rr,r gjl c3 < CP 11 gll Ps,,. 
The commutator [L, r,] has the form xi YjQj + Q, + QerrOr, with QO, 
Q errOr as above, with Yj smooth subunit vector fields and with Qj a 
pseudodifferential operator of order zero with symbols supported in 
( 151 - M/6}. To see this, recall that L = xi Xj*djX, for real vector fields Xi 
and dj 20. Thus, [L, r,] is a sum of terms [XT, r,](djXj), (Xj*odj) 
[X,, r,], XF[tij, r,]Xj. The first two terms obviously have the right form 
since djXj is subunit. Modulo errors of order -2, [dj, r,] has symbol 
ki{dj(x), T&x, r)}, which is a sum of terms (8#j/8x,)(8T,/8<k). Hence, 
modulo errors Q0 + QerrOr, Xi* [& r,] Xj is a sum of terms 
(z)Xj{[(g) (X>D)]J’y}. 
These terms have the right form, since c(~?$~/i?x,)X, is subunit, as follows 
from the standard inequality l&r@?x,l* d CI$ for non-negative smooth 
functions. Thus, [L, r,] has the form xi YjQj + Q, + Qer,,,. 
Substituting these commutator identities into (l), we obtain 
=F,,+ c “w;F,. 
“31 
(2) 
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Here K denotes either X, or Yj; F,(v 2 1) denotes either r,f, or QjJbu; 
F,, denotes the messy expression in curly brackets; Qb and QL denote 
pseudodifferential operators with order zero symbols supported in 
{ItI -Wd); and IIQbrrorsllLm~ IlQ:,,,,gllL51~CP,SO~P llgll-,,. All the % 
are smooth, subunit vector fields. 
Now for arbitrary x0 E R” we shall estimate the L" norms of J’,,, F, on 
98 = B,(xO, y(x,, 6)) in terms of the norms 111. IIIetc, of U, fO, fy. From the 
definition of the norms and from (b) of Lemma 4 in Section 4 (bounded- 
ness of pseudodifferential operators in terms of II/ . l/l ) we have 
llrsfoll LyEiT) G(Y(X,, w2+ la)1-s’2 lll~6foll16.i.,s-2 (3) 
IlQbbll L”(a) G W2h,, 6)) + lW-s’2 lllQb~&s,i,s-2 
~c(Y~*h~ @+ lw-s’2 l/lm6,i,s-2 (4) 
IIQkor~II L=(a) G Cp,,,, 6’ Ilull -a, (5) 
IlQ;;~cAl~~(.cs) G Mx,, W2+ IW-s’2 lllQ&fvlll~.i.s-2 
~Wb,, v2+ lw-s’2 lllm”II16,1,s-2 (6) 
To understand Wau, recall that S = A(x) T where IA(x)] < C 6y(x,, 6)-2 on 
9, and T is a tirst-order pseudodifferential operator. Thus, since r, has 
symbol supported in { ItI N M/6}, we have 
where Q” is a symbol of order zero supported in { (51 N M/6} and 
II QL'rror UIILm < C,,,, P Ilull --so. Hence 
< CY -2(x,, 6) IlQ”r,ull La(g) + Cp,,, 6’ lld --so 
< cy-2(xo, ~)(y(xo, 6)-2 + IJI )p2 
x lllQ”~s~llla,~,s + Cp,, 6’ lld -so 
< cy-2(GJ, J)(Y(Xo, 6)-*+ Ino-s’2 
x III~s~llla,n,s+ c,,, ap Ilull --so. (8) 
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Putting estimates (3b(8) into the definition of F,,, we find that 
(y(x,, 6)-* + 1121)1-s’2 
6 c lII~afollla,~,3-* + c c lllmllls,l,s-2 
“21 
+ c lllm5,1,s-2. (9) 
Regarding the F,(v 2 1 ), we have either F, = r, f,, in which case 
IIF” La(a) 1 <w,, w*+ lw’2--s’2 II/~afyII/s,l,s-I1 (lOA) 
or else F, = Qjr6uu, in which case 
IlFvll Lm(gO) G (7(x0, d)-* + 14)1’2-s’2 lllQj~~4l~,~,s- 1 
G C(Y(Xo, w* + 111 )1’2--s’2 Illb4Ia.n,s- 1. (1OB) 
Consequently, 
(y(x,, @-2+ lAl;‘,:~‘,2d c”;l Ill~J-vllls,l,s--l + c Illrdllla,+1* (10) 
We shall need also our basic localized L*-estimate. which asserts that 
llraull 6&G c Ilmllla,A,s-2 + c c lIcTf”llc5,+l 
“21 
+ cp,, fip (II4 --so + 1 Ilf”ll -so). 
“21 
Since II Al d,l,s G Illgllla,n,s~ we obtain from the definition of jlTs~lla,n.s the 
L*-estimate 
ll~a4Lqr) 
(y-*(x,, 6)+ lnl)-“‘*JGiz 
G c IllLm&A,,-2 + c 1 lllm”llla,,.,- I 
“31 
+ cap (Ilull -so + 1 llf”ll). 
Y 
Now we know that (L-A)(T,u) = F,+C,,, “w,F, with WY smooth and 
subunit, and F,,, F,, T&u estimated by (9), (lo), (11). We are in a position 
to apply our PDE estimates, Lemmas D’ and E’ in Section 5, with 
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y = y(x,, 6). If 111 >B2y-‘(x, 6) then we apply Lemma E’. If 11) -C 
B2ye2(x,, 6), then we rewrite our equation in the form 
L(f,u) = {F, + &u} + c WvF, 
“>I 
and apply Lemma D’. This shows that if 121 > B2ye2(x,, 6) then 
c c 
Irc~4xo)l “T;~T IlFoll Lya) + ,li ,,2 vg t - c llfJP(a) +g IlG4l.y~,. (121 
If 111 QB2yP2(x,, 6) then 
+C(a)lifp for O<a<l. 
vol G? 
(13) 
Again, B is a large constant to be determined later. Recall (9), (lo), (11 ), 
which bound a11 the quantities on the right in (12), (13) except for 
ll~ddl f,ytpj, which we bound simply by (yP2(x0, 6) + l1l)-S’2 lllrd~llla,l,S. 
Therefore, we know the following estimates. 
If IAl B B2yP2(x,, 6), then 
If II) < B2y-2(xo, 6), then 
lr,&o)l 
tytxo, s)-2 + l11l )-s,2 G C(a, B) lll?;,folll,,,,,-2 + C(a, B) 
x c lll&tvlll,,,.s- I+ C(G 4 P, 80) 
vat 
x dP (II41 -SO +c llfvll -SO) 
Y 
+a. (C+ B2) III~s4lcs.1.s 
+ C(a, B) IIl&4ll~,~,s-~ 
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In either case we have 
Ir,4xo)l 
wo, v* + IAl Jr’* G C(4 a IllmoIIIa,~,s-2 
+ CC4 B) Ill&4 6,l,s- I. 
Taking the supermum over all x,, on the left-hand side, we see that 
IIIr,ulll 6,l.s G C(4 a . lllmollla,*s-2 + C(a, B) 1 Illmllla,i,s- 1 
t’s1 
+ C(P, %I) 
( 
1141 -Jo+C IlfYll -so + Ill?bm5,~,s-1 
Y ) 
+ $+G+m 
[ 1 lll~s~llla,A,s. 
Now we are ready to pick the constants a and B once and for all. We 
first pick B large enough and then pick a small enough, so that 
[C/B + a. (C + B*)] < l/2. The last term on the right in (14) can therefore 
be absorbed into the left-hand side. From now on, we stop keeping track 
of the dependence of the constants in our estimates on a, B. Hence, (14) 
becomes 
lllraulll &A.$< c IllmoIIIa,A,s-2+ c c lllLflll&l,s-1 
V,l 
+ c,,,d* (II~II-,+~ llf”ll~so)+ c lllr3’6111&l,s-1. (15) 
The last term on the right is analogou% to the left-hand side, but with s 
replaced by s - 1. Hence we may feed (15) into itself in an obvious 
induction to obtain 
IIlr,ulll 6,&s< C/c lllm&,i,s~* + Ck 1 lllRd”lll,,,,s-I 
V21 
+ c;,so dP (Ilull --so +I IKII -so) 
Y 
+ c, 1117b~lll&~,s-k for k = 1, 2, . . . . (16) 
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If k is large enough, then IIJFa~llla,l,S-k is dominated by Cpk,SO P Ilull -S0 and 
therefore (16) takes the form 
lll~s~lll &l,sG c lllm&,2,s~2 
+ c c IllcJ”lll&n,3-, 
">I 
+c6p(ll~llL,+c llf”ll-.J. (17) 
Y 
Equation (17) is our basic L" estimate for solutions of (A - n)u= 
.fO+C”%f”~ 
Armed with (17), we now make a sharper examination of Eq. (2), by 
improving the key estimates (9) and (10). From (9) and (17) we get at once 
IlFoll ,c” p 
(y(x,, 6)y+(l;I)LLs,2~c IIl~~follla.i,.-2+C,,~, III~sL~llla.~,r-l 
+c6p(llull-.,+~ smso). 
Y 
(18) 
Here we need both (17) and its analogue with T,u replaced by r:,u. 
Equation (10) was derived from (10A) and (10B). Leaving (10A) alone, 
we replace s by s + 1 in (10B). In place of (10) we then obtain 
+ m4x0, d)F2 + 14-1’2 III&4ll&~,s. 
Using (17) and the estimate C(y(x,,,S))*+ l~l)-“2~Ccy(xo,6)~C6”, we 
conclude that 
Xv>, IlFvll~m a 
wo 7 
s)-2+ lAl;l;2--r,2Q C6” lll~afollls,~,s-2+C Xl lIl~a.f”lll&i,s-1 
+ c iv (II4 -so + c llfll -so). 
Y 
Immediately from (17) we get also 
IlrALm 0 - 
(y(xo, 61-2 +;1.;)-‘,2 G c lll~sfolll&l,s-2 + c 1 lllmfylI16.1,s-1 
“>l 
+c+l-,,+~ llf”ll-so). 
Y 
In (18), (19), and (20) we have ?J = B,(x,, y(xo, 6)). We now shrink g 
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to g = B,(x,, y) with y = (y(x,, 8))’ + /A()-1/2 d y(x,, 6). Estimates (18), 
(19), and (20) still hold a fortiori. 
We are now in a position to apply Lemma B’ in Section 5 to Eq. (2), 
namely 
L(f,u)= {F,+Af,u} + 1 WvFv. 
“31 
For q in Lemma B’ we take an arbitrarily high power of 6. The conclusion 
of Lemma B’, together with (18), (19), and (20) shows 
+CP C IIdy^yF”II.y.q 
“31 
+c6”(llullL,+!: llf”ll-s~)~ 
Y 
for subunit Y and for K an arbitarily large constant. 
Recall that F, denotes either r,fv or QjF6u (v 2 1) with Qj a pseudo- 
differential operator of order zero with symbol supported in {/<I N M/6}, 
Hence either 
IIWvFJLm = II-w^y~J”ll~~ G C,, P”(so) llf”ll -a, 
or else 
ll-W;f’“IlLm= lI^W;Q~Jb~II~~~~so~~m~so~ ll~ll-~,~ 
Taking K large enough (K> p + m(s,)), we see that 
cdK 1 lI”w;F”Il.~,,,~c’~p 
“>I 
(llull --so + c Ilf”ll -so). 
Y 
Hence (21) becomes 
I ~r,4xo)l 
tytxo, a)-* + l4)l,2--s,2 G c lll~afollls,i,s-2 
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Taking the supremum over all x,, on the left, we see that 
III YTs4lla,+1 G c Illt5foIll,,,,s-2 
+ C lln 4 1 llILfJ~,~,s- 1 
v>l 
+cftjp Il~llL,+~ Ilf”ll-, . 
( ) 
(23) 
Y 
In (17) and (23), u is any solution of (A - 1)~ =fO + XV,, x,f, with Y 
subunit and Z, smooth, subunit. 
Now suppose fV = 0 for (v > 1). Then (17) and (23) become 
lll~*~lll 6,l.s G c llm- Ill o 6,1,s-2 + c ~IUII --so + iif -,,) (24) 
Ill Yr,ulll s,l,spl 6 c III?~~III~.+~+ ~~II~IIL~~+ llfoli -,,). (25) 
Again recall that F, (v 2 1) denotes either r, fV = 0, or else Q,?~u. For 
F, f 0 we have therefore 
1y’;F, = qQ,?‘+ = Qj%‘&u + Q;&z.t + Qerroru (26) 
with Q,, Qi pseudodifferential operators of order zero with symbols 
supported in {Id-M/d} and IlQerror4Lm~C~P l14-so. 
Now 
IllQjK~~~lll d,l,s-I G c lllKb4lls,~,s-* 
(by (b) of Lemma 4 of Section 4) 
6 c lll~,folll,,,-2 
+ c ~p(I14 -so+ llfoll -J by (25) 
with Y= WV (and with FJ, pJ in place of r,, pa). Similarly, 
IllQ&~lll 6,1,spl 6 c 111&4116,1,r- 1 
G c Ill~~f0lll6,~,,-2 + c~p(I141 -so+ llfoll +J. 
Hence 
so that by (26), 
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Since f, = 0 (v 2 1 ), Eq. (18) shows that 
IFo(xo)l 
(y(x,, iy2+ l;ll)1--s’2 G C Ill~Jollla,n.,-2 + C @‘(II4 -so + llhll -so) (28) 
while Eq. (20) yields 
IIm4l.y,) 
(Y(Xo, w2+ lw”‘* 
GC Ill~~follla,A,$-2+ CWI~II -,+ llfoll -,,I (29) 
with g = B,(x,, y), y = (y(x,, S)-2 + l,Il)-1/2. 
Now L(T,u)=IZT,u+F~+C,.,~"F,~F,#, and (27), (28), and (29) 
show that 
IIFO” II .cm(a) 
(y(x0, 6)r2+ 1A1)1-s’2 G c Ill~~folll~,i.,-2+ CWI~II -so+ llfoll -J (30) 
with g = B,(x,,, y), y = (y(x,, S)-2 + l3Ll)-“2 again. 
We are in position to apply Lemma C’ with q equal to an arbitrarily 
high power of 6. The conclusion of Lemma C’ and estimates (29), (30) 
show that for smooth, subunit Y, Y’ we have 
+ c Wll~ll -so + llfoll -soI + c bK ll&4c3(p,. 
(31) 
Since llrsull ca(R”) < c 6 -m(so) llullPs,,, the last term in (31) is dominated 
by C dp Ilull --sg for K large. Hence the last term in (31) may be omitted. 
Now taking the supremum over all x0 on the left of (31), we get 
Ill YY’T6 24 Ill d.i,s-2 < C Iln 61 IlIP s o s,l,s-2+ cwibll -so+ iif ii -,). f Ill (32) 
We change notation by taking i + 2 in place of s, and f6 in place of F6. 
Hence (32) implies 
Ill Yy’~,ulll 6,1,s G C Iln 4 lll~~fO1ll~,~,, + c 6p(IIuII --so + llfoll -so). (33) 
Estimate (33) holds for solutions of (A - A) u = fo. 
We also want an Lm-estimate for the equation 
(A-l)u=(S-I)$ (34) 
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As in the derivation of (2) we apply r, to both sides, and commute Ts 
past both A and S. The result is 
(A-~)r,u=(S-I)T,f+Q,~,u+Qb~~f 
+ 1 Y,Q;?bu + Qerror~ + Q:mf, (35) 
v,l 
where Y, are smooth, subunit; Q,, Qb, Q; are pseudodifferential operators 
of order zero with symbols supported in { 151 - M/6}; and j/Q,,,,, gll Lm, 
IIQ:,,,, gllc= d C 6’ llgll L”. 
Once more we take 98 = B,(x,, y(x,, 6)). Estimate (8) above, applied to 
I; gives 
Il~~sfll L”(B) G W2bO~ m~2(xo? 6)+ lAP2 Ill~,fllls,~,s+ CbP llfll --so. 
(36) 
By definition of ~~~~~~~ and by Lemma 4(b) in Section 4 (boundedness of 
pseudodifferential operator) we have 
IWJII L”(B) 
GY-*(x,, d)+ 1~11’--‘2 lllQ,~~~lll,.,,,-2 
G CW2h d)+ I~lrs’2 III~ddlls,ii,s-2 
IlQb~~‘sfll La(a) 
d Mx,, 6)V2+ 14)1-s’2 IllQb&fll,,,,,-2 
G w, (x0, v2+ 14)1-s’2 lllLm,,,s-2 
IIQerror~ + Q~mfll Lm(a) 
G c dP( lbll -so + llfll -,I. 
Together, (36~(40) show that 
F,+ =(S-;1)r,f+Q,~~?bu+Qb~~f+Q,,,,,u+Q:,,,,f 
satisfies 
IIF; II Lm(a) G w p2h, 4 + 14)‘ps’2 { lllr5f lII&L,s 
+ Ill?b411a,~,s-2 + c6p(IIuII -,+ Ilf II -,,>T 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
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i.e., 
IIIFO’ III d,i,s-2 6 c lllLflll,.,,s +cwI14-so+ llfllL,)+c lII&45,1,s-*2 
(42) 
Also, F: E Q;p8du satisfies 
IIF,’ Ill~,~,s- I G C Ill&&,r,+ I (43) 
by Lemma 4(b) of Section 4 (boundedness of pseudodifferential operator). 
Comparing (35) with the definitions of F,+ , F: , we see that 
(A-,l)(T,u)=F,+ + 1 Y,F:. 
V,l 
Hence by estimate (17) above, 
lll~a~lll 6,~ d C lll~c&T III s,~,r-2+C c Illk%,~,s-1 
V,l 
IIC,,,+I ItKIlL, 
” > 
GC IIIf’o+IIla,i,s-2+C c IIIf’:IIIs,i,s-I 
VP1 
+ C 8’ ll4l --so + 1 IF’: II --s,, 
Y > 
(44) 
(again we use Lemma 4(b) of Section 4). 
From the definitions of F:, we have 
II4-s,,+c IIF,?-, 
> 
~~~p(I1412~s~+ Ilfllz-SJ. (45) 
Y 
Putting (42), (43), (45) into (44) yields the estimate 
\llr,Ulll d,A,sG c lllmIIS,l,s + cwl1412--so+ Ilfll2-so) 
+ c Illrs~II/&l,4. (46) 
The last term in (46) is analogous to the left-hand side, but with s 
improved to s - 1. An obvious induction lets us feed (46) into itself, to 
replace C jll~~~ll]~,~,~-, by Ck ~~~~~~~lj.-~. For large k, this term is 
dominated by C 8’ llullz --sg and may therefore be omitted in (46). 
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Writing s,, + 2 in place of s0 in (46), we therefore obtain 
lllrs~lll 6,l.s G c IllcJlll&i,s + c WII4 -so + llfll -soI (47) 
for (A-I)u=(S-l)f. 
Next we commute r, to the outside in (23) and (33). If (A -A)u = 
.fl0+L21 zyfV with x,, smooth, subunit, and if Y, Y’ are smooth and 
subunit, then 
Illr, Yulll 6,b 1 d C lll~~‘sfolll~,i,~-~ + C Iln 4 1 ll/~6f”ll/s,l,s- 1 
“>l 
+C+-~,+C llf”llLJ 
Y 
in general; and 
Ill r, YY’U Ill 6,L,sG C Iln 61 lll~~follla,~,s + c Wllull --so + llfoll J (49) 
in casef,=O for v> 1. 
These estimates are trivial consequences of (17) (23), and (33) since 
r,h= ws2d+~J62d+Qe,~,,,t4 
and 
r, YY'u= YY'r,u+ QbY&u+ qYT&u+Qe;;l&4+ Q&U 
with Q,, Qb, Q$, Qt pseudodifferential operator of order zero supported 
in (151 -M/a) and IIQ&41L~+ IIQL’rror4L~~C@’ II4,. 
MAIN LEMMA. Say 111 < C or else IIm I1 Z c 111. 
(a) Suppose (A - n)u = fO + Cya 1 zvfv with X, smooth, subunit. Then 
and 
+ c,,, dP Ilull -so+ 1 Ilf” II -so 
Y > 
for smooth, subunit Y. 
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(b) Suppose (A-I)u= f-,. Then for smooth, subunit Y and Y’ we 
have 
(c) Suppose (A - ,l)u = (S- n)f: Then 
IlrsullLm < c IlmllL- + c,,, Wlull -so+ llfll -,). 
Proof. Take s = 1 in (17), and the first inequality in (a) is immediate. 
Take s = 1 in (48), and the second inequality in (a) is immediate. Take 
s = 0 in (49), and (b) is immediate. Take s = 0 in (47), and (c) is immediate. 
(To derive (a) one uses I~~w~~~~,~,-~~(C/III”*) Ilwllrm.) 1 
10. GLOBAL ESTIMATES 
Suppose now we are on a compact manifold without boundary. Let A be 
the pseudodifferential operator which we have so far studied locally, and 
let A be a complex number lying on the contour WB = (Re 1= -B, 
IIm1I<B}u{Rel3-B, IImAI=ReA+2B).Ourgoalistounderstand 
the global equation (A - 1)~ =f: Results follow easily from our Main 
Lemma, once we have proved the following 
LEMMA. If B is large enough, depending on s,,, then we have 
II@ - ~bll --so 2 c 14 1141 -so for AEWB. 
Proof Let A, be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order s,, with 
a global pseudodifferential operator inverse As;‘. Then A,: L* + H-“O is 
an isomorphism, so our estimate amounts to the L2-estimate 
IM,‘(A -A) ~,,wII 2 c 14 llwll. (1) 
Now A = L + S with L = cj XFdjXj, dj 20. As in the deduction of (2) 
from (1) in Section 9 on L” Estimates, we find that 
with Q,, QV pseudodifferential operator of order zero, and Y, smooth, 
subunit vector fields. Thus 
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Il4~‘(~-44,wll= (A-A)w+ 1 Q”y”w+e,w II V,l /I 
~II(A-~)wll-C c II~“wll-cllwll (2) 
v > 1 
since QO, Qy are bounded on L2. 
As before, an elementary integration by parts shows that I/ Yywl12 < 
(Lw, w) since Y, is subunit. Note that we are integrating by parts on 
a compact manifold without boundary, so there are no troublesome 
boundary terms. Also, 0 d (SW, w  ) + C II w  1) ’ by Garding’s inequality. 
Hence 
II~“~l12~~(L+s~~,~~+cIlwl12 
<Re((A--A.)w, w>+(lAl+C) IIwI12 
<a2 II(A-~)wl12+(C(a)+I~I) llwl12 
with 0 < a 4 1 to be determined. 
Thus 
C 1 II Y,wll + C llwll < Ca II@ -1)wlt + (C(a) + C tAt)1/2 ltwll, 
V,l 
so that by (2) we get 
Il4;W -A) ~,wll 2 (I- Ca) II@ -L)wll - (@(a) + c tqp2 llwll 
2 $ II(A -i)wll -(C’+ c )qp2 llwll 
1 
if wepickac-. 
2c 
On the other hand, for ,l E %ZB we have either IIm A( > c 111, so that 
IlIm ((A-~)4 w>l= IIm 4 llwl12~c I4 IIwl12, 
or else Re I = -B so that 
Re((~-~)w,w)=Re((~+B)w,w)~(B-C)I~~ll~~~~~~ Ilwf12 
if B is picked large enough. In either case we get 
c I4 l1412G l((A-~)w, w>l < II(A -A)wll. llwll, 
so that II(A - n)wll 2 c 121 IIwII. Substituting this into (3), we get 
Il4;‘V -n)n,wll 2 {c I11 -(C + c t;1tp2} llwlt. 
(3) 
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If 1~ +JB and B is large enough, then the expression in curly brackets is 
larger than c’ [A[, and hence we obtain the desired estimate (1). 1 
COROLLARY 1. If f E H-‘O and 1 E GF?~ (B $1 depending on s,,) then 
(A-il)u=f has a unique solution u=(A-A)-‘fEH-” and llull-,,< 
(W) Ilf II -so. 
Proof Apply the lemma with X in palce of 5 and with -sO in place 
of sO. Thus 
ll(A-A)* 41so~c 14 IIWllSiJ’ 
which shows that {(A - A) f I f E C” } is dense in H +O. The lemma shows 
that (A - A) ~’ is a densely defined, bounded operator on H-“O. u 
COROLLARY 2. Zf B 9 1 depending on s,,, then (L + B) u = f has a unique 
solution u E H-“O, for f E HpSo. Moreover, [lull --sg < C II f II --sO. 
ProoJ: This is merely the special case A = L, A= -BE WB of 
Corollary 1. 1 
When we define, say, u = (A - 1))’ zf, then we obtain from the above 
lemma that Ilull --so < C Ilgf )I --sg < C 11 f II 1 --so when 1 E qB. Hence in the 
Main Lemma from Section 9 on L”-estimates, the “junk” terms P’ [lull --so 
may be absorbed in the other “junk” terms C, IIf,II -sg after at worst 
changing s0 by 1 or 2. Since s0 is arbitrarily large anyway, this does not 
matter. Thus we may read off the following consequences of the Main 
Lemma. 
GLOBAL MAIN LEMMA. Suppose 1 E WB with B % 1 depending on so. Let 
Y, Y’ be smooth, subunit vector fields. Then 
(a) IlrO - A)-‘f IILm G (W) Ilrdf IILm + Cap Ilf II pso 
(b) Ilr, V-4 -A)-‘f IIL” 6 W/VI”*) II&f IILm + Cdp Ilf II --s,, 
(C) II~a(A-~)-’ YfIILm G (C/141’2) Il~abfllLm + Cd’ Ilf II -so 
(d) II~~~~‘~~-~~~lflI~~~~I~~~l Il~~fIlLm + C~pllfll-, 
(e) IIr,W-~)V’ ~IILm<CIln~l II~hfIItm + Cap llfll-, 
(f) Il~,~~-~~~‘~~-~~fII~“~~Il~~fII~~+~~pIlfII-~o~ 
Proof: Immediate from the Main Lemma, by virtue of the preceding 
remarks. 1 
Of course (f) above is a technical tool to allow us to control 
(A - A)-’ YY’. To carry this out, we need the next two elementary results. 
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LEMMA. Suppose Y is a self-adjoint second-order pseudodifferential 
operator satisfying the subelliptic estimate (LYw, w) 2 c 11 wI[f, and let 9 be 
any pseudodifferential operator. Let P, Q be self-adjoint pseudodifSerentia1 
operators of order zero, whose symbols (also called P, Q) satisfy supp PC 
(151 -S-l} and distance (supp P, supp Q)acK’. If Yu=YPf, then 
llQ4l G CWlIuII -,+ llf II -,J. 
Proof: (This is a standard fact about subelliptic equations.) We have 
llQWl,,= IlQ~Pfll,,= IW’Q~Pf II 6 Cc?’ Ilf II -so 
because of the disjoint supports of Q, P. Therefore 
IWQ*Q~u, u>l G C l/Q*Q~~llso Ilull -so 
d C llQ~4l,, Ilull -so 
G c WIUII ‘, + llfll “_,J. (4) 
On the other hand, let 0 be another pseudodifferential operator of order 
zero, whose symbol (also called 0) satisfies supp & c { 151 N 6 -’ }, distance 
(supp P, supp 0) > c’ F’, distance (supp Q, supp( 1 - 0)) > c”6-l. Then 
WQ*Q-% u> = Wap ll~ll~,) + Re<Q~@u), Q@u)> (5) 
and 
Re(QYw, Qw> = Re(TQw Qw> + ~(Ilwl12) 
since Q[Q, 91 is first-order with purely imaginary principal symbol; and 
thus 
WQ~@4 Q(b)> = VQ&, Q&G + Wb412) 
= <yQu, Qu> + W&412+ CP ll4l?,) 
ac IlQ41:-~ll&412-C~p II~IIZ, 
>c 8-” IIQull” - C ll@l12 - C’ ap IJuJI:~,,, 
since Q is supported in (151 -S-l}. 
Comparing this estimate with (4) and (5), we obtain 
IlQ412GC82E Il~~l12+~~~~ll~llt,+ llfll2,). (6) 
Now & has all the properties we assumed for Q. Hence an obvious 
induction, feeding (6) into itself, allows us to prove 
IlQ~l12~WEk Ileut12+Ck8P(llUl12,+ iflit,) for any k. (7) 
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Picking k large enough yields dEk 11 &[I ’ < C 6p 11 ul( tS,,, since the symbol Q 
is supported in (151 -S-l}. Hence (7) implies I~Q~II’~C~P(IIU~~~~~+ 
llfll?s,,), completing the proof of the Lemma. 1 
LEMMA. For Y, Y’ smooth, subunit vector fields and B % 1 depending on 
p, sO, we have the estimate 
Ilr& + B1-l WfllLm G C Iln 4 Il~,Jll~ + C 6’ llfll --s,,. 
Proof. Set u = (L + B)-’ YY% v = (L + B)-’ YY’FJ where the 
symbol of p6 is equal to one on the support of the symbol of I-,. Taking 
s1 = s0 + p + 2, and using boundedness of (L + B)-’ on H-” (s = so + 2, 
s = s,), we obtain 
Ilull -sl 6 c Ilull --so-2 G C’ II WI-II -so-2 6 C” llfll --so (8) 
II4 -3, G c II Ymfll -s, = c II ymfll --so--p-* 
d c’ Iv-&o --so--p G C” ap llfll --so. (9) 
The preceding lemma with 9 = L+ B, Y = YY’, P=Z-Fa, Q =r, 
implies 
Ilr&su-ravll < c6p’(Ilu-41 -sl+ llfll-,,KC~“’ llfll -wJ’ 
with p1 arbitrarily large. Hence 
provided we take p1 > p + so. Consequently, 
Ilr,u - ~84lLm G c fip llfll --so’ (10) 
since we may assume so is greater than the Sobolev index. 
On the other hand, Lemma A* from the section on PDE Lemmas 
applies to (L + B)v = YY’(7’,f), with F. = F, = 0, F, = r8f, U= v, q = dK 
(KB 1 to be picked), s=s,. Thus we obtain 
I141Lm < C, Iln 61 ll~dIILm + C llvll+, + C62K II Y~~JllLrn 
G C, Iln 4 ll~h.fllLm + Cap llfll --so 
+CPK II(Yy’~~,n”o)(n-y)ll., (11) 
by ‘virtue of (10). Now YY’?bn”: L* --t L” is a bounded operator with 
norm at most C, 6 -m(so). Therefore, (11) implies 
(IvIILm < cK Iln 61 ll~&ff)lLm + cd’ llfll -so+ C82K--m(so) Il~-““fllL2 
= Ck IIn 61 llr&fIILm + cd’ l\fll --so + cso 82K-mm(so) llfil --so. 
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Taking K large enough, depending on so and p, we conclude that 
I141Lm G C Iln 4 II~‘afIILm + CJp llfll --so. 
This implies 
IIra41Lm < C Iln 61 ll~6fllLm + C Jp llfll --so, 
and therefore from (10) we get 
ll~a4Lm G C Iln 4 ll~hfllL~ + CP llfll --so3 
which is the conclusion of the Lemma. i 
At last we are in a position to supply the missing part of the Global 
Main Lemma, namely, 
(g) II&(-4 - W’ Wfll < C Iln 4 IlCfll Lm + C BP llfll --so’ 
This is immediate from the above lemma, the Global Main Lemma, and 
the factorization 
(A-I)-’ Yy’= [(A-A.-‘(L+B)][L+B)-’ Yy’] 
= [(A-l)-‘((A-1)-(S-l)+B)][(L+B)-’ YY’] 
=[I-(A-I)-‘(S-l)+B(A-A)-‘][(L+B)-’ YY’]. 
Now, estimates (a)-(g) of the Global Main Lemma are useful for 
111 ~6~~ (any K), but if IAl is very large compared to 6-l then the junk 
terms Cdp llfll --sg are too big. 
Hence we need a substitute for the Global Main Lemma for IA/ > 6 - ’ 
(say). Fortunately, this is trivial to prove. 
LEMMA. Let P and Q be pseudodifferential operators of order zero with 
symbol (P) supported in 151 > R and symbol (Q) supported in 151 c (l/2) R. 
Zf Iz E %‘B with B 9 1 depending on p, so, then we have 
IIQU-A)-’ Pfll,GCR-p llfll-s,,. 
Proof: Using the partition of unity we can split Q into Q = Qinner + 
XV Q, with each QY having symbol supported in { 151 N 2’) with R’/‘@‘< 
2’< R, and with Qinncr having symbol supported in { l<l < R”““‘}. There 
are O(ln R) terms, so it is enough to deal with each term separately and 
add up the results. We have 
IIQAA -A)-’ Pf II q G CK(2TK Ilf II -so 
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for any K, by virtue of the Lemma above. Taking K large enough 
(K> 100~ + 1) we get 
IIQ,U-A)-’ Wll,< CR-“‘OO-P llfll -so for R'i'@'<2'<R. 
TO handle Qinner, we write (with m 2 0 to be picked) 
Qi,,,,(A-n)-1P=[Qi,",,/im][n-m(A-~)-1/lm][/1-mP]. 
We have 
QinnerAm: H-so + H+so with norm 0( ( R1'lOO)m+ "O) 
A -"(A -A)-' A? HP, -+ H-, with norm independent of R 
(R appears nowhere in this operator) 
A-"P:H-,,+H- so with norm 0( R-"). 
Hence 
IlQinner(A -A)-’ Pflls,G CmR(m+2s0)‘100-m llfll -so< CRpP llfll -so 
if m is big enough. Summing our estimates now yields the conclusion of the 
Lemma. 1 
Now let R = l;111'20, say, and define symbols sZx, 52, d all equal to 1 for 
I<[ <R/2, all supported in 151 < 2R, and with C? = 1 on supp s2#, fi = 1 on 
supp Sz. Let 52”, 0, fi also denote the corresponding pseudodifferential 
operator. 
Our first goal is to construct a good approximate solution. to 
(&I - A)u = szf: The equation may be rewritten as 
[l-(;)(s)+ -+ 
Since IR2/11 < 1/l;119’10 and (&4/R2) is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order zero, it is natural to use a truncated Neumann series and set 
Qo= -$,(T)*($)” 
as operators. Thus Q. is a pseudodifferential operator of order zero and for 
K large enough we have 
=Qf- [I( p’ Q,Qj- 
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with Qr another pseudodifferential operator of order zero and p1 arbitrarily 
large. We have 
14 -p’ IlQ,Wll,,~ C 14 -” R*“O llfll -so 
<c IA.1 -P’+2so’20 llfll -so 
6 c I4 --p llfll --So. 
Write Qerror for any operator satisfying IIQ,,,,,fll < C 111 --p llfll --so, and we 
have 
(iI4 -/I) y [ 1 = Qf- Qerm.f 
Moreover, (1 - fi) AQ,SZ has the form QerrOr, since it contains the factors 
(1 - s”i) and Sz. Hence, 
Therefore 
(A-1) (an)'f-(a-~)-'Q.,.,,f-~~=(l-n)/ 
i 
Since (A -A)-’ is bounded on H”O for 1~ gB (B$ 1 depending on so), 
(A - A)- ’ Qemr again has the form QerrOr, so that 
(A-1) (al)lf-~f-Q.,.,,~f}=(l-9)/ 
i 
The preceding lemma with P = 1 - Sz and Q = L2 # now yields 
Now let Q, Q’ be one of 
r,, 4 r,y, I; r,, y; raw, z; r,r, Y'; r,, YY'. 
Here Y and Y’ are smooth, subunit vector fields, and we suppose 
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1/6<111 . ‘/‘O” Composing the above equation with Q on the left and Q’ on 
the right, we get 
QQ#(A-A)-’ Q’=QQ#foQ’+Qerror. 
Also, in each case Q( 1 - !2”) = r,. (some pseudodifferential operator) . 
(1 -a”) = Qerror. Again since (A - ,I)’ is bounded on H-“O for 1 E %TB 
(B+ 1 depending on so) it follows that Q,,,,,(A - A)-’ Q’ again has the 
form Q,,,,, . 
Hence Q(,4 - ,I-’ Q’ = QQ,Q’/I + Qerror for each for the Q, Q’ above. 
We have 
II QofllLm G C ll~~‘,lL~ + C 6’ llfll --so 
Il(r, Y) Qofll .ram G2 llkfll~ + C 6’ llfll --so 
ll(T,)Q,(~)fll.~~~Il~~fll.~+~~p llfll-, 
Il(~~YY’)Qo.flI~~<$ Il?bfIILm+C~P llfll-~o 
IIV, Y) Qo( Y’)fll La G -$ llhfll.~ + c JP llfll --so 
Il(r,)Qo~~r’~/ll~-~~ll~~~ll~-+~~pll~ll-,~ 
Putting these estimates (which are trivial special cases of our L”-bounded- 
ness lemma for pseudodifferential operators) into the above formula, we 
obtain 
(a”) IlrdA -~)-‘fllLm G (C/l~lNll~JI~m + Cap llfll -,,I 
(b#) II~,~~~-~)-lfll~~~~~/I~I~~~-l Il&flLm + Cap llfll -so) 
(c”) IIL@-w’ YfIIL~~w14N6-1 IlkfllLm + CdP llfll-,I 
(d”) Ilra YY’(A - J)-‘.fllLm G (C/l~l )(dp2 ll?bfllLm + Cd’ llfll -so) 
(e#) IIT Yt-4 -A)-’ Y’fllLmG (C/lAl)(~-’ II~sfIl~.m + Chp llfll -so) 
(f#) II~,(~-W’ YY’fllL~~w/14k-2 IIRJIIP + CdP IISII-,I. 
These equations hold for 1 E WB, B $1 depending on p, so, and for 
l/S < IA( l/20, i.e., for 2. > 6 -‘O. 
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At last we can analyze 
e -“A(A-A)-‘dl with BB 1. 
If Q and Q’ are any operators, then 
We use this for Q = Z, Y, YY’ and Q’ = Z, Y’, YY’, making sure QQ’ has 
order < 2. For 14 < 6 -20, we use the Global Main Lemma (a)-(g), while 
for 121 >dP2’ we use (a#)-(f#) to estimate IIZ,Q(A -1))’ Qyll.m. 
Theorem 1.1 is now trivial. 
11. A GENERALIZATION: edrA 
Let the setting be as before. Suppose we are given a complex vector field 
V and a pseudodifferential operator of order zero Q such that A” = A + VQ 
is self-adjoint and there exist c, C, K constants such that 
Also assume q is such that 
6” 2 (y(x, b))l’lO 
for all x E A, and assume P V is subunit for L. 
Then Theorem 1.1 holds for ePrA. We proceed to prove that. 
MAIN LEMMA FOR A". The Main Lemma holds with A replaced by A. 
Proqf Assume 
(A"-4u=h+ 1 Z"ft 
VT1 
or 
(A-A)u=f,+ c Z,f,-6-W’& 
V,l 
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By (17) of Section 10, 
IIIrcT4ll 6,&s G c IllLhllla,i,s-2 
+ c lllLLll16,1,s-* + cd-v llImklll~&-I 
But 
and 
FV IllG4ll S,l,s-1 dC IllrAlla,n,s-I/2. 
Thus, using the usual induction, we recover (17) of Section 9 for 
(A”-I)u=f,+ c ZJ”. V31 
Similarly, we recover (48) for the above equation, (49) for 
(A”-I)u=fo, 
and (47) for 
(A”-I)u=(S-qu. 
Thus the main Lemma follows. a 
Let us note, as a consequence of (17), that if (2 - A)u = Yf (Y smooth. 
subunit) then 
IIr~ullLm < c 81’m Ilm-II Lm + 8P(llfll --so + Ilull -so) 
for some fixed m (such that y 6 ~5”~ for all x). 
GLOBAL MAIN LEMMA FOR 2. The Global Main Lemma holds with A 
replaced by 2. 
Proof: Using ((K+ A),u, u) N ((K+ A”)u, u) the proof (a)-(f) goes 
through as before. 
In view of the preceding remark, we also have 
Ilr,(A-A)-’ YfII.m~C6”” Il&fllp+ CP llfll-s,. 
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Now the last line of (g) also goes through 
(‘LA)-’ YY’=(A-A)-‘(L+B)(L+B)-’ YY’ 
=(AI+I)-‘(AI-A-S+A- YQ+B)(L+B)-’ YY’ 
=[r-(a-n)-l(s-i)-(a-n)-l YQ 
+B(A+II)-q(L+B)- YY’. i 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 1.1 now goes through with A replaced 
by 2. 
PART II 
12. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, JZZ is a 2n - 1 (n 2 3) dimensional compact, pseudo- 
convex CR manifold. We assume 8, has closed range, and that in a 
neighborhood of a point p,, E .4? the Levi form is smoothly diagonalizable. 
Thus it is possible to choose Lj E T’j” (j = 1, . . . . n - 1) smooth vector fields 
and T a real vector field such that Lj, Ek, T span the tangent space of bQ 
near p. and 
[L,, Lk] = -iS,,;l,T 
Pseudoconvex means that all Aj 2 0. 
We also make the following “type m” assumption: for each 1 < i < n - 1, 
Li, Li and their commutators of length at most m, as well as all Lj, Lj 
(i # j) span the tangent space of JZ near po. Under these hypotheses it 
follows from [K2] that 0, satisfies a subelliptic estimate on (0, q) forms 
for any 1 <q<n-2. 
Let oi be (LO) forms dual to Li and let us define the metric with respect 
to which the wi are orthonormal. 
Our goal is to prove estimates for 0, = abab* + a,*3 on (0, q) forms 
(1 <q<n-2). 
If we represent a (0, q) form as 
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where the sum is taken over all ordered q-tuples in { 1, . . . . n - l}’ then 
- 
8,cp=~&~Lif,wJ+o(1)q 
&p= +yLif,i7+0(1)(P. 
Here E denotes the sign of a permutation and 0( 1) is a matrix of smooth 
functions. 
One computes that 
@c7&l= -1 E{;(LjLifI)i7+ O(L, E, 1)cp 
and 
abab*q = - 1 (LiLifr)d+ c E;(L,Ljf,)OJ+ O(L, t, I)~, 
iEI i# j  
where O(L, L, 1) denotes a matrix whose entries are linear combinations of 
the L’s, L’s and functions. 
Finally, 0 b = •i d - Y where 0 d is a diagonal operator, 
where 
and Y = O(L, L, 1). 
-- 
q ,= 1 L,L,*+ c qcj 
iel iCI 
Our goal is to obtain estimates for 0 ; ’ . Then estimates for 0 ; r will 
follow by iteration. 
Let us choose coordinates x,,, . . . . xZn _ 2 near p E A? such that 
L,-,lp= s--i-& 
( 2n ~ 3 )I 2n-2 0 
T=& near p. 
0 
Let ti be the dual coordinates. (Our Fourier transform is normalized so 
that the symbol of (l/i)(a/dx,) is to.) 
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Denote 5 = (to, 5’). We proceed as in [K2, FKl] and consider the cones 
qp= {CE l&p-’ leither It’1 > i I5oI or 151 62) 
q+ = {[E p-1 l15’l~I~oIand50~1~ 
~~={~~[W~~-~~~~‘~<~~~~and~~<-l}. 
Let U be a small neighborhood of p on bQ and denote P, , PO, P- 
pseudodifferential operators of order zero supported respectively in 
uxw+, Ux@o,, uxc. 
Consider the following sets of derivatives, suitable for %? or ‘%‘+, acting 
on the left or right of ( 0 ,) ~ ‘. 
THEOREM 12.1. Let E>O, PER, Zc (l,..., n-l}q. Let D:,E - 
span@~,u (11) D:,~wan(~~,u (11). 
Denote 0 ;’ a parametrix of 0 I. Then for any E > 0 
(i) Cl ;‘P, maps Lip(s, po) into Lip(s + 2/m - E, po), 
(ii) D:,O;‘P, and map Lb(s, po) into 
Lip(s + l/m LE, po), and 
F’D:,P+ - 
(iii) D’,,Cl;‘D:,P, map Lip(s, po) into Lip(s-6, po). 
The proof will be given later. Notice that if p, are of the same type as 
P _+, only have symbols 1 on the support of the symbols of Pf then 
P, 0 7’ P, differs from 0 7 ’ P, by a smoothing operator of infinite 
order, by the arguments of [KN]. Also, notice that all the above hold tri- 
vially for 0 ; ‘PO, since 0, is elliptic in U x Vo. 
COROLLARY 12.2 (Main Theorem). Let E > 0, s E R. Then Cl ; ’ (on (0, q) 
forms, 1 < q < n - 2) maps Lip(s, po) into Lip(s + 2/m - E, po), ~3~ Cl ;‘, 
a* 0 -’ Cl -’ 8 0 -’ 8: map Lip(s, po) into Lip(s+ l/m -E, po), and b by b b, b 
(3: 0 b1 ab, ab 0 ; ’ 8: map Lip(s, PO) into Lip(s - &, PO). zn particufar, the 
Szego kernel 
s=z-&?opa 
b b 
maps Lip(s, po) into Lip(s - E, po), 
Proof: For any Z=ET or L, and any Z it is true that ZEN"+, or 
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ZEN:, (or both), and that ZE QLI or ZE&, (or both). It follows that 
any 
maps Lip@, pO) into Lip(s+ (N+2)/m-E, pO). D!$fP,, XD:,P, 
maps Lip@, pO) into Lip(s + (N+ 1)/m-a, p,J and D:,XD!J,P, maps 
Lip(s, p,,) into Lip(s + N/m-q pO) for any fixed E >O. Thus by taking N 
sufficiently large 
q ,‘=(U,-r)-’ 
differs from 
a,‘+ 0,1-Y-•,‘+ ... + q ,‘(YO,‘y 
by an operator which is regularizing of high order. 
Notice that all derivatives in 
and 0 ;’ 8: are suitable for both %?+ and %- , in the sense of Theorem 12.1. 
By our previous observation, we are done. 1 
13. SOME LEMMAS 
Let q5 # Ic (1, . . . . n - l}. Let q = (l/loom) (m = type of A). Define 
c,,,= 1 (A-f+ Yf)+ c c li+P Iu$’ (xi’+ Yj’) 
isl > 
(For I= { 1, . . . . k} call C,,, = C,.) 
LEMMA 13.1. For each L’,,s, 
Proof: Since C(u - C, + , u, u) 2 (u-L’,u, u) it suffices to prove the 
lemma for .E:,. We will use the Fefferman-Phong method for computing a 
ball, which asserts that the ball of radius y centered at (x,, to) for 
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is 
where B(x,, y) is the ball associated to 
1 2 
2v 
C&G t) -jj-j& dt. 
1 J 
By the finite type assumption, there exists a monomial M(X,, Y,) of 
degree <m-2 such that M(1,)#0 near pi&. If we choose w, = 
X, + fyi, we can assume (X, )“ 1, # 0 near p for some k < m - 2. Define 
Xj = X, +fiX,, j 2 2, and yj = Yj + gig, such that there exist coordinates 
in which p = 0 
and Xj (j> 2), Fj (j> 1) have no c?/&K, component. We may also assume 
The above changes do not affect the size of a ball of radius y, so from now 
on we drop the bars. 
By Fefferman and Phong we can assume all vector fields involved have 
polynomial coefficients, and the ball centered at 0 of radius y is equivalent 
to 
{lx11 <r> XWA Y), 
where B is associated to 
1 7 
I( 
n-1 
r --Y 
r:+ c (A,+P la{,12)(X;+ Yf) . 
j=2 > 
Using the fact that for polynomials P(xi) of bounded degree 
Av lPl2 and 
1x11 <Y p2(o)+Y2 ,/“c, IP’12 x 
607/84/L-6 
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are equivalent, B(0, y) is equivalent to the ball associated to 
U’,I,,=,Y+Y*AVC~~, &I* 
n-1 
+ Av 1 (1, + P lu{i I’)(X; + Yi’). 
j=2 
(1) 
Now, 
LX,, Y,]= -;,,,+y O(lU’,,l)Xj 
j=2 
n-1 
+ C o(la{~I)Yj+O(Y,). 
j=2 
Since y < c ~3’~~~ is clear (by inspecting the operator Xt + YT + 
Ct:: (A, A’,)‘) we have y 4 6 q’2 thus we obtain a ball equivalent to the one 
of (1) if we replace 
n-1 
y2 Av[X,, Y,]‘+ Av 1 6” Ia{, I (X; + Yj’) 
j=2 
2 n-1 
+ Av 1 6” /cz{, I2 (x,‘+ Y;). 
j=2 
In particular, y Av ~,(~/~t) is a subunit vector. If we expand in xi, 
We notice that [X,, X,] has no T component, and the coefficients of T 
appear as y*1,, y31;, etc., thus are O(y* Av 1,). Thus the ball of (1) is 
equivalent to the ball of 
~=(Y,(,,sJ2+y2 Av L;c 
IXII<Y at* 
n-1 
+, $J, x ,C (‘I+” la’,1 12>((xjlx~=O)2 
J-2 
+vjlx,=o)2). 
Since (@~,)~1,(0)#0 for some k<m-2, Av 1, acyme2. Thus D is 
elliptic. In fact 
Ilull - (Du, u) 2 -cy*(Av &I2 (Au, u) 
2 -cy *-*(Au, 24). 
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We conclude that 
and 
LEMMA 13.2. For every N 3 1 there exists C such that for every 6 > 0 
and i#j 
laji12~j~C(~i6~1+6N). (2) 
ProofI See also Proposition 2 in [DF]. Inspect the coefficient of 
--Tin 
[CL,, Li], Lj] + [ [Eji, Li], Li] + [ CEj, Ej]?Li] =O 
to conclude that for some f E C” 
Ej(Ai) + fAi= Sa$. 
By taking real and imaginary parts it, suffices to prove that if li and 
S >O, f and a$ are real, in C”(R) and 
then (2) follows with bounds which depend only on the Ck (k large) norms 
of the functions involved. By replacing Izi by e&i we might as well assume 
dl. 
2 = ajiAj. 
dx (3) 
Let us prove (2) at an arbitrary point, say 0. 
If a{!(O) = 0, there is nothing to prove. If aii(0) # 0, assume, without loss 
of generality, aii(0) > 0. 
If u-$(x) is 0 at some x in C-S, 01, let X be the largest such point. If not, 
let -X=6. In either case, & 20 in [X, 01, so 
~(o)~c(,xo,-l max li + aN 
c-no1 > 
as one sees by taking an Nth order Taylor expansion of & and using the 
fact that on a finite dimensional vector space all norms are equivalent. 
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If &(x,)=0, then, using (3) 
/lj(ay (0) = a{,(O) n;(o) 
< C(li(O) + dN) 
while if x0 = - 6 
14. SOME PROPERTIES OF HEAT KERNELS 
We are on the compact manifold A and study a self-adjoint (pseudo) 
differential operator E which satisfies a subelliptic estimate 
11412 + 6% u) 2~ IIuII~. 
E agrees locally with one of the following: A”, q ,, 0 = 0, + -Y- (where 0, 
is a diagonal matrix with entries •i ,,, . . . . 0 4 and Y has entries linear 
combinations of Li, LT and functions). Say E is elliptic away from a small 
open set. 
By comparing with a small power of the Laplacian, E has eigenvalues 
for some fixed q > 0. Let q5j be the corresponding eigenfunctions. Thus qjj 
form an orthonormal basis of L2. 
Recall 11 #j I( =k < CkAFi by subellipticity. 
Let us define, for t>O, ePrE by the kernel 
Then 
WX, Y,  f)= f 4ji(X) 4ji(Y)eerAJ. 
j=l 
and 
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in L*, say. The above implies that for any f E C;(M2 x R), 
(~-+!Ysem f H(x, y, t’) f( y, t - t’) dt’ dy 
=;F~ j” H(x, Y,E)~(Y, t-E)& 
=f(x) 
as distributions. 
Thus H(x, y, t-t’) is the fundamental solution of a/at-E. By 
arguments similar to Kohn-Nirenberg, a/at - E is hypoelliptic, thus 
H(x, y, t) is C” away from x= y, t=O. 
Also, if f E C~(bsZ) 
Ef' [ H(x, y, t)f(y)&dt E 
Thus -1im E’ 0 Ji H(x, y, t) df is a parametrix for E. The semi-group 
property 
s H(x, z, t) H(z, y, t’) dz = H(x, y, t + t’) 
is clear from the definition of H, and so is 
(as operators on L*, say). Thus 
e 
We need one more property of ePrE. Let Q = Tap+, 0 = F&8+. 
PROPOSITION 14.1. 
uniformly in t. 
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The proof follows from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 14.2. For 1 E C,, B & 1, as in Part I, 
P lb4 --N + II~(~-WD C I4 IlQulls. 
We give the proof for E = q ,, the proof for 6 being similar and the 
proof for E = A” being similar to arguments in Part I. 
We prove, by induction on s, 
Fix N. Start the induction with s = - 2N - 1, so that 
Ik%ll~=~~ ll”ll-N~ 
Then we have 
c’ lI~(n,-~)ull~+e8NllUll-N 
~CllQ(~,-~,~ll~+c~N b-N 
= C llQ&4,2+ C 14’ IlQ4f 
-2C Re A(A’QU,u, A’Qu) 
Now, an easy integration by parts shows 
(A"QOru, PQu) = (0 ,EQu, A'Qu) 
+ o( Il~“~~~~ll Il~sQull + ll~sQul12) 
= (positive) + 0 ((l) l[ASQZ+l12) 
+ S.C. IAl (IAsQul12. 
Thus for IIml( >c (AI, or Reil= -B 
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is a well-known estimate from [Kl]. Thus the case s = -2N- 1 is proved. 
Now, suppose the case s - c/2 is known. Then, arguing as before, 
c IlQ(n, -Wl,2+ ChN ilull -N 
2 IlQ~,~ll?+ IA* IlQ~ll’-~~l~l ll&LiUlls IlQulls) 
2 IlQU4lf+c IAl* IlQ~ll*-C ll!%ll:. 
However, 
by induction. 
LEMMA 14.3. For IE Cs, B% 1, 
cII(n,-~)ull-N~ bll-N. 
ProoJ Let P, , P,,, P_ as usual, with P, + P- + P,=Z. By the 
arguments of the preceding lemma, we have 
Ilull -N + Ilg(0, - n)“ll -N 2 c IAl llpull -N 
for P, H one of (P,, P+), (P_, P-), (PO, PO). Thus 
II~(o,-~)ull-N~cIIpull-N. 
Summing up, we are done. 1 
15. ESTIMATES FOR THE HEAT KERNEL 
THEOREM 15.1. Let E>O, Zc 11, . . . . n- l>“, and 
D:, wanW+, u W) 
% -pan(% u W) 
and denote q = 0,. Then 
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A similar statement holds with + replaced by -. We will give the proof 
after a few remarks. In what follows E denotes a number which can be 
made arbitrarily small, but not always the same. 
If H,,,(x, y, t) E C;(A’ x A! x (0, co)), define 
H, # H2W=jf / H,(x, z, t - t’) H,(z, y, t’) dt’. 
0 “#I 
LEMMA 15.2. Suppose 
IWo(t)fIILm G C Iln 4 llfll Lm 
II~,wIIL~ G CtrP llfllm for o<p< 1 
IIHI(t)f II 6 Cmin(t-‘, N Iln 4*) Ilf Iloo. 
ThenforOdp,q~l,N>l,O<t<l 
llHp # H,(r)f llLm < CtpPeq+’ Iln NI Iln 4 Ilf IILm. 
Proof To fix ideas, let us take p = 0, q = 1 (the other cases are even 
more trivial). We must show 
s 
’ Iln t’l min((t- f’)-‘, N Iln(t - t’)l*) dt’< C Iln N) Iln tl. 
0 
Assume first N -*’ < t/2. Then 
s 
cl* 
0 
Iln t’l $ dt’ <: 6’ Iln t’l dt’ < C Iln tl 
s 
,-N-20 
Iln t’l &Y dt’ 6 C Iln tl Iln NI 
Il.2 
and 
Jln t’l N (ln(t - ,‘)I* dt’ < C Iln tl N-lo. 
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On the other hand, if N -*’ > t/2, then 
s 
112 
Iln t’( 
0 
83 
and 
I ’ Iln t’( N (ln(t - ,‘)I* dt’ r/2 
<CNt Ilnt13<CN-10. [ 
Next, suppose we know Theorem 15.1 for all 111 = q. Fix II, I = q, . . . . 
lZkl = q and let q d be a k x k diagonal matrix with entries 0 ,,, . . . . 0,. 
Denote by D + I any matrix whose rows have entries Dt,, . . . . DtI, and by 
D,, any matrix whose columns have entries D:[, . . . . Dt,. Theorem 15.1 
has an obvious translation to this new setting. 
Finally, let V be a k x k matrix whose entries are linear combinations 
of Li, L,?, and functions, and assume 0, + V E fi is self-adjoint (and 
subelliptic, since 0 d is). 
LEMMA 15.3. Parts (i)-(iv) of Theorem 15.1 hold with 0 replaced by fl 
and D’ replaced by D. 
Proof: 
+ arbitrarily smooth error. 
Since e-cr-r’)o is a parametrix for a/at - 0, we have 
e -to =e --fad +e-tOd # “Ire-al 
+ . . . +e-‘Od # (Ye -‘““)” 
+ smooth error. 
We used the fact that # represents iteration for kernels defined on 
(A?’ x [0, co)), and that (a/at - 0 ) - ’ is a smoothing of positive order on 
Sobolev spaces. 
Now, V = D +, + D + r for a suitable choice of D’s, thus any term in the 
sum of e-” is a composition (#) of terms of the form e-‘Od, D+,e-‘Od, 
--rn 
e a+,, and D+,e-‘OdD+,. 
By the previous lemma, the claim follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 15.1. The proof is by induciton on 111. For 111 = n - 1 
-- -- q ,=~L,L:=f~(LiLf+LfLi) 
+fCn,r+O(LiTLFy 1). 
Recall that the symbol of (l/i) T is positive in W+ , thus 
for an A, of type A, and the theorem follows from Theorem 1.1. 
Let us assume Theorem 15.1 true for II) = n - k - 1, k 2 0, and let us 
prove it, say, for 
z= { 1, . ..) n-k-2). 
Let us define 
n-1 
c (Licpi - Lji’pi)Oi A Oj 
n-k--l<i<j<n-1 
and 
2: 
( 
1 *ijOi A Oj 
I<i-cj<n-1 ) 
= c - q+ *ijwi + Li* *+ijj. 
n-k-l<i<j<n-1 
Note the following: 
n-k-2 
cl,= 1 L,t*+@8, 
as a map of the space of forms C;I~- 1 (piGi to itself, is given by a k x k 
matrix, 
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where 0 d is a diagonal matrix with entries 0 Iv {,, _ k _ r), . . . . 0 ,” {,, _ I ) and 
Y has entries which are linear combinations of Ii, Lt, and functions. The 
calculation for a,$: + 87 8, is identical to computing •i b on (0, 1) forms on 
a 2k + 1 dimensional CR manifold. - - 
Finally, note a$,= 9 is a matrix whose entries are linear combinations 
of Li derivatives. 
Notice 
= at ( ) 
i-0 a,+E. 
Now, 
n-k-2 
aIT C 
-- 
LiLi* =CnlTy,/v;) 
1 I 
where VV is a matrix with entries Li, E,F, and functions, i, je { 1, . . . . n - 1 } 
and .& is a matrix whose entries are linear combinations of Li, L,?, and 
functions, i E Z = { 1, . . . . n - k - 2) only. - - 
Also, 8: a,8 = 879 where L?’ has only Li entries. Thus 
can be represented as 
We have thus 
a,($- qL(;- 0)-l a, 
-(-$ o)‘E(;- q ,)-’ 
+ smoothing (1) 
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&a,($- cl,)-‘=a: (& n)-‘a, 
-a: (-g 8)‘E(&- El,)-’ 
+ smoothing 
and 
+ smoothing, 
(2) 
(3) 
where “smoothing” is of arbitarily high order. 
Fix 0 < q < l/loom and denote 
n-k-2 
nj = 1 (Li +P la{f) (j=n-k- 1, . ..) n- 1) 
i=l 
and let A be diagonal with entries /ii. 
We also have 
Let 0 < c < 1, Nb 1 to be chosen later, and define 
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where Q, is of order zero, chosen to make A 1 self-adjoint. Notice A 1 is sub- 
elliptic, and is of type A”, as in Section 11. Explicitly, 
n-k-2 
A,= 1 (xi*xj+ Yi*Yi) 
i=l 
n-1 
+ c 1 (x;“Ajxj+ Y/5ij Y,) 
j=n-k-l 
n-k-2 n-1 
1 &-c 1 
i=l j=n-k-l 
n-k-2 n-l 
+ c 1 (LzjiLj -aj,L,) 
i=l j=n-k-l 
+ subunit vectors + function + Q,,. 
The second to last line is Kq subunit and the symbol of the third to last 
one is 20 by Lemma 13.2, applied to 6” (if c and N are properly chosen). 
Moreover. 
n-k- 1 
r,P,A,-r,P, 1 t;L:+cn:nd,+aNfr+Q,) 
i=l 
-r6P+B1. 
BY (3) and (4) 
a 
( > 
--I 
=zmxiW +a: --a at 81 
-1 
-c&l g-0 a, 
( > 
+ 0(V) + smoothing 
--I 
+!A $0’ . ( > 
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Composing with r,P+(d/dt--A,)-’ on the left, 
T,P,e- tLr,p+ 
( 
[e-r4 + e-N # afe-lfi a, 
- ce-‘A1 # 8:AeC’* a,] 
# D+,e-‘*D+r # D\,emfn’ 
+ r,P+ e-IA, # QOe-fol+ O(dN) + smoothing I) 
= T,P+([Main term] + [Error term]). (5) 
That r, P, [Main term] satisfies (i), the subunit deriatives in (ii), and 
(v), of Theorem 15.1 follows from Lemma 15.2 using the estimates on e-“l 
and the induction hypothesis on e-‘” and its derivatives. (Notice 87 is of 
the form D,,.) 
For the Ej derivatives in (ii) and the error term, rewrite (1) as 
a,e- -eprB 101- 8,-c e-*’ D,, # D:,e-‘n’ 
+ smoothing. (6) 
Now, any DLI is either a subunit vector for the differential part of A,, 
in which case we use (5), or else a component of 8, (that is, Zj for 
n-k- 1 <j< n - l), in which case we use (6). Parts (iii) and (vi) are 
proved by the adjoint of the above argument. 
Any Dcr is the adjoint of a D:[, and to estimate them use the adjoint 
of (5) and (6). 
Feeding (5), (6), (5)*, (6)* into the error terms a finite number of times, 
we end up with error terms of the form 
e --1o1 # D2e-1o2 # . . . # D,epfufl, 
where Di are E,? or Li. Such a term can be made arbitrarily smooth. 
Thus we have proved Theorem 15.1, (i), (ii), (iii), (v), (vi). 
The missing point, (iv), which apparently cannot be proved by the above 
argument, follows from the semi-group property e-‘“‘e-‘o’= e2’01. 1 
16. PROOF OF THEOREM 12.1 
Taking 
(0,)-l = j: ero'dt 
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we get from Theorem 15.1, (iv), (v), (vi) 
which imply parts (i), (iii) of the theorem, as well as (ii) when the D"s are 
subunit for L’,,. 
For a,( 0 I)-1 and (0 ,)-I 8f it seems necessary to redo the induction, 
using 
&(El,)-l = ifl -I 8, + I? -‘D+,D~,O;‘. 
The estimate is clear for the main term, and the only unknown error 
terms are of the form 8,(0,)-l, so (1) can be fed into the error terms, 
completing the proof. 
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